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Cache tuning is the process of determining the optimal cache configuration given
an application’s requirements for reducing energy consumption and/or improving
performance. To facilitate fast design-time cache tuning, we propose single-pass tracedriven cache simulation methodologies—T-SPaCS and U-SPaCS—for two-level
exclusive instruction/data cache and unified cache hierarchies, respectively. T-SPaCS
and U-SPaCS significantly reduce storage space and simulation time using a small set
of stacks that only record the complete cache access pattern independent of the cache
configuration and can simulate all cache configurations for both the level one and level
two caches simultaneously. Experimental results show that T-SPaCS is 21X faster on
average than sequential simulation for instruction caches and 33X faster for data
caches, and U-SPaCS can accurately determine the cache miss rates with a 41X
speedup in average simulation time.
Even though the fundamentals of T-SPaCS and U-SPaCS for single core
systems can be adapted to chip multi-processor systems (CMPs), additionally
complexities must be considered. In CMPs, last-level caches (LLCs) are typically
partitioned to manage resource contention to shared cache resources and un-balanced
12

utilization of private caches. We propose cache partitioning with partial sharing
(CaPPS), which reduces LLC contention using cache partitioning and improves
utilization using sharing configuration. Sharing configuration enables the partitions to be
privately allocated to a single core, partially shared with a subset of cores, or fully
shared with all cores based on dynamic runtime application requirements. To facilitate
fast design space exploration, we develop an analytical model to quickly estimate the
miss rates of all CaPPS configurations using the applications’ isolated LLC access
traces to predict runtime LLC contention for co-executing applications. Experimental
results demonstrate that the analytical model estimates cache miss rates with an
average error of only 0.73% and with an average speedup of 3,966X as compared to a
cycle-accurate simulator. Due to CaPPS’s extensive design space, CaPPS can reduce
the average LLC miss rate by 22% as compared to a baseline configuration and 14% as
compared to prior works.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Due to high memory latency and memory bandwidth limitations (i.e., the memory
wall), optimizing the cache subsystem is critical for improving overall system
performance. In addition, since the cache subsystem generally consumes a large
percentage of total microprocessor system energy [58], optimizing the cache
subsystem’s energy consumption results in significant total system energy savings. For
example, the ARM 920T microprocessor cache subsystem consumes 44% of the total
power [58]. Even though the Strong ARM SA-110 processor specifically targets low
power applications, the processor’s instruction cache consumes 27% of the total power
[52]. The 21164 DEC Alpha’s cache subsystem consumes 25% to 30% of the total
power [19].
Previous research shows that since applications require diverse cache
configurations (i.e., specific values for cache parameters such as total size, block size,
and associativity), cache parameters can be specialized for optimal performance or
energy consumption [72]. In general, the bigger cache total size, block size, and
associativity, the better cache performance. However, if the cache size is larger than the
working set size, excess dynamic energy is consumed by fetching blocks from an
excessively large cache and excess static energy is consumed to power the large cache
size. Alternatively, if the cache size is smaller than the working set size, excess energy
is wasted due to thrashing (portions of the working set are continually swapped into and
out of the cache because of capacity misses, which affects cache performance as well).
Spatial locality dictates the appropriate cache block size. If the block size is too large,
fetching unused information from main memory wastes energy and increases fetching
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latency, and if the block size is too small, high cache miss rates waste energy due to
frequent memory fetching and added stall cycles. Similarly, temporal locality dictates the
appropriate cache associativity. Adjusting cache parameters based on applications is
appropriate for small applications with little dynamic behavior, where a single cache
configuration can capture the entire application’s temporal and spatial locality behaviors.
However, since many larger applications show considerable variation in cache
requirements throughout execution [60], a single cache configuration cannot capture all
temporal and spatial locality behaviors. Phase-specified cache optimization allows
cache parameters and organization to be configured for each execution phase (phase is
the set of intervals within an application’s execution that have similar cache behavior
[60]), resulting in more energy savings and better performance than application-based
cache optimization [29].
Cache tuning is the process of determining the best cache configuration (specific
cache parameter values and organization) in the design space (the collection of all
possible cache configurations) for a particular application (application-based cache
tuning) [27] [72] or an application’s phases (phase-based cache tuning) [29] [60]. Cache
tuning determines the best cache configuration with respect to one or more design
metrics, such as minimizing the leakage power, minimizing the energy per access,
minimizing the average cache access time, minimizing the total energy consumption,
minimizing the number of cache misses and maximizing performance, etc.
Cache tuning is classified into design-time offline static cache tuning and runtime online dynamic cache tuning. We will introduce the two categories in the following.
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Offline static cache tuning: Given the availability of synthesizable core-based
processors with tunable cache parameters [3] [4] [51], designers can perform design
space exploration offline during design time to determine the optimal cache
configuration. The designer synthesizes the processor with these optimal cache
parameter values and the cache configuration remains fixed during runtime.
Numerous techniques exist for offline static cache tuning, including techniques
that directly simulate the cache behavior using a simulator (simulation-based cache
tuning) and techniques that formulize cache miss rates with mathematical models
according to theoretic analysis (analytical modeling).
Simulation-based tuning is a common technique not only for tuning the cache,
but also for tuning any design parameter in the processor. Cache simulation leverages
software [6] [8] [48] [53] to model cache operations and estimates cache miss rates or
other metrics based on a representative application input. The simulator allows cache
parameters to be varied such that different cache configurations in the design space
can be simulated easily without building costly physical hardware prototypes. However,
the simulation model can be cumbersome to setup since accurately modeling a
system’s environment can be more difficult than modeling the system itself. Additionally,
since cache simulation is generally slow, simulating only seconds of application
execution can require hours or days of simulation time for each cache configuration in
the design space. Due to this lengthy simulation time, simulation-based cache tuning is
generally not feasible for large design spaces and/or complex applications.
Aside from general simulation for all modules in the microarchitecture,
specialized trace-driven cache simulation, which only simulates the cache module, is
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widely used for cache tuning. For specialized trace-driven cache simulation, cache
behavior can be simulated using a sequence of time-ordered memory accesses,
typically referred to as memory access trace. The access trace can be collected using
any microarchitecture simulator. Since simulating the entire processor/system is slow,
trace-driven cache simulation can significantly reduce cache tuning time by simulating
an application only once to produce the access trace and then process that access
trace quickly to evaluate the cache configurations. Most trace-driven cache simulation
methods iteratively evaluate the design space, processing only one configuration on
each simulation pass [18], resulting in lengthy design space exploration time. Instead of
iteratively exploring the design space, single-pass trace-driven simulation evaluates
multiple configurations simultaneously in a single simulation pass [34] [50] [66],
achieving simulation speedups on the order of tens as compared to iterative simulation.
Unlike cache simulation techniques that require lengthy simulation/tuning time,
analytical modeling-based cache tuning directly calculates cache misses for each cache
configuration using mathematical models. Since the cache miss rates are calculated
nearly instantaneously using computational formulas, the cache tuning time is
significantly reduced. Analytical models require detailed statistical information and/or
information on critical application events, which can be collected using profilers such as
Cprof [44], ProfileMe [15], and DCPI [2]. Analytical modeling-based cache tuning is
typically less accurate than simulation-based cache tuning.
Previous works mostly focus on two distinct analytical modeling categories based
on either application structures or access traces. Since an application’s spatial and
temporal locality characteristics, which are mainly dictated by loops, determine cache
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behavior, cache misses can be estimated based on application structures gathered from
specially designed loop profilers [25] [33] [69]. However, loop characteristics do not
sufficiently predict exact cache behavior, which also depends on data layout and
traversal order, thus estimating an application’s total cache behavior based only on an
application’s loop behavior may be inaccurate. Analytical modeling based on a memory
access trace is similar to trace-driven cache simulation, by using a functional simulation
to produce the memory access trace. However, instead of simulating cache behavior as
in trace-driven cache simulation, mathematical equations statistically or empirically
analyze the memory access trace to determine the cache miss rates. Most analytical
modeling based on a memory access trace leverages the reuse distance between
successive accesses to the same memory address [9] [22] [74]. The reuse distance is
the number of memory accesses (trace address or block address) between these two
successive accesses [9] [16] [26]. The reuse distance captures the temporal distance
between successive accesses and the spatial locality when using individual cache block
addresses as the unique memory access for determining the reuse distance.
Online Dynamic Cache Tuning: Online dynamic cache tuning alleviates many of
the drawbacks of offline static cache tuning by adjusting cache parameters during
runtime. Since online cache tuning executes entirely during runtime, designers are not
burdened with setting up realistic simulation environments or modeling accurate input
stimuli, and thus all design-time efforts are eliminated. Additionally, since online cache
tuning can dynamically react to changing execution, the cache configuration can also
change to accommodate new execution behavior or application updates. However,
online dynamic cache tuning requires some hardware overhead to monitor cache
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behavior and control cache parameter changes, which introduces additional power,
energy, and/or performance overheads during cache tuning and can diminish the total
savings.
Dynamic cache parameter adaptation leverages several techniques, such as
unused way/set shutdown [1] [7] [42], merging/splitting cache sets [23] [40] [54], and
way/block concatenation [72].
Since exhaustive design space exploration is not feasible for online cache tuning
due to lengthy cache tuning time, heuristic search techniques reduce the number of
configurations explored, which significantly reduces the online cache tuning time and
energy/performance overheads. Zhang et al. [72] analyzed the impact of each cache
parameter on the cache miss rate and energy consumption. Based on Zhang’s impactordered single-level cache tuning heuristic, Gordon-Ross et al. [27] developed a twolevel cache tuner called TCaT. TCaT leveraged the impact-ordered heuristic to interlace
the exploration of separate instruction and data level one and level two caches, and
then extended TCaT for a unified second-level cache [30]. Based on Zhang et al.’s
single-core configurable cache architecture and cache tuning techniques [72], Rawlins
and Gordon-Ross [57] developed an efficient design space exploration technique for
level one data cache tuning in heterogeneous dual-core architectures.
In addition to adjusting cache parameters in multi-core architectures, most
research has focused on the design and optimization of a CMP’s last-level cache (LLC)
due to the large effects that the LLC has on system performance and energy
consumption. The LLC is usually the second- or third-level cache, which is typically very
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large and thus occupies a large die area and consumes considerably high leakage
power. Additionally, large LLCs require long access latencies.
Shared LLCs have more efficient cache capacity utilization than private LLCs
because shared LLCs have no shared address replication and no coherence overhead
for shared data modification. However, large shared LLCs may have lengthy hit
latencies and multiple cores may have high contention for the shared LLC’s resources
even though the threads do not have shared data. Such contention generates high
interference between threads and considerably affects the performance of individual
threads and the entire system. In a private LLC, the cache capacity is allocated to each
core statically. If the application running on a core is small and the allocated private
cache capacity is large, then the excess cache capacity is wasted. Alternatively, if the
application running on a core is large and the allocated cache capacity is small,
performance may be compromised due to a large cache miss rate. In a shared LLC, the
cache capacity occupied by each core is flexible and can change based on the
applications’ demands. However, if an application sequentially processes a large
amount of data, such as multimedia streaming reads/writes, the application will occupy
a large portion of the cache with data that is only accessed a single time, thus a large
cache capacity may not reduce the cache miss rate for this application. As a result, the
co-scheduled applications running on the other cores experience high cache miss rates
due to shared cache contention.
To overcome the drawbacks of both shared and private LLCs, combining the
advantages of both into a hybrid architecture is required. In a shared LLC, the capacity
can be dynamically partitioned and each partition is allocated to one core as the core’s
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private cache and this private cache’s size and associativity can be configured.
Alternatively, private LLCs can be partitioned to be partially or entirely shared with other
cores.
Our work focuses on offline static cache tuning due to the advantages afforded
by offline cache tuning for embedded systems and dynamic cache tuning’s induced
overheads. Since offline cache tuning is done prior to system runtime, there is no
runtime overhead (e.g., performance, energy) introduced with respect to online design
space exploration. Furthermore, many embedded systems execute a fixed application
or fixed set of applications, thus offline cache tuning is feasible for these systems.
Based on the prior successes in offline static cache tuning, using a memory
access trace for cache simulation or input to an analytical model provides accurate and
sufficient information for cache miss rate prediction. Additionally, for online dynamic
cache tuning, pre-profiling the memory access trace can reduce the online cache tuning
hardware overhead that is necessary to dynamically record and monitor cache access
patterns, thereby avoiding this cache tuning intrusion to normal system execution.
Furthermore, recording the memory access trace offline provides a basic view of the
application’s locality characteristics and gives a predictable guide for online cache
tuning. Our work focuses on the analytical modeling and analysis of memory access
traces to rapidly evaluate cache miss rates for all cache configurations in the design
space to assist offline cache tuning.
To reduce the lengthy simulation time in offline cache tuning, the single-pass
trace-driven cache simulation was developed. However, several drawbacks limit the
single-pass trace-driven cache simulation’s versatility. First, some single-pass
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algorithms that simulate caches with only one or two variable parameters must reexecute the algorithm several times in order to cover the entire design space. Secondly,
single-pass trace-driven cache simulation for multi-level caches is complex. For
example, in a two-level cache hierarchy, the level one cache filters the access trace and
produces one filtered access trace for each level two cache (i.e., each unique level one
cache configuration’s misses form a unique filtered access trace for the level two
cache). When directly leveraging single-pass trace-driven cache simulation for singlelevel caches to simulate each of the two level caches, the two-level cache simulation
must store and process each filtered access trace separately to combine each level two
cache configuration with each level one cache configuration. Since the number of
filtered access traces is dictated by the level one cache’s design space size, the time
and storage complexities can be considerably large for multi-level cache simulation. We
designed a Two-level Single-Pass trace-driven Cache Simulation methodology—TSPaCS—for exclusive instruction and data caches with low simulation time and storage
complexity, which will be presented in Chapter 3.
Due to the broad usage of unified caches, the single-pass trace-driven cache
simulation design for unified caches is demanded. In unified cache simulation, the
relative ordering of cache misses in separate level one instruction and level one data
caches must be maintained to simulate the unified level two cache. Unfortunately, this
required history of the relative access ordering cannot be captured given the current
data structures and algorithms in the existing single-pass trace-driven cache simulation
design. In Chapter 4, we will present our design of a two-level Unified Single-Pass
Cache Simulation methodology—U-SPaCS.
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Although the fundamentals of T-SPaCS and U-SPaCS for single-core systems
can be adapted to CMPs with only private caches, in CMPs with shared caches, the
additional complexities introduced by shared cache resource contention must be
considered. In CMPs, LLCs are typically partitioned to manage resource contention to
shared caches and un-balanced utilization of private caches. Cache partitioning
partitions the cache, allocates quotas (a subset of partitions) to the cores, and optionally
configures the partitions/quotas (e.g., size and/or associativity) to the allocated core’s
requirements. Each core’s cache occupancy is constrained to the core’s quota to
ensure fair utilization. Set partitioning partitions and allocates quotas at the cache set
granularity and is typically implemented using operating system (OS)-based page
coloring [41]. However, due to this OS modification requirement, hardware-based way
partitioning is more widely used. Way partitioning partitions and allocates quotas at the
cache way granularity [55] [65] and is implemented using column caching or a modified
replacement policy to ensure that a core’s occupancy does not exceed the core’s quota
[14] [17] [43]. Way partitioning for shared LLCs typically uses private partitioning, which
restricts quotas for exclusive use by the allocated core and can lead to poor cache
utilization. If a core does not occupy the entire allocated quota temporarily, other cores
cannot temporarily utilize the vacant quota. Thus, partially sharing a core’s quota with
other cores can potentially improve cache utilization. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we
propose a hybrid LLC organization that combines the benefits of private and shared
partitioning—Cache Partitioning with Partial Sharing (CaPPS), which enables a core’s
quota to be configured as private, partially shared with a subset of cores, or fully shared
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with all other cores. To facilitate fast design space exploration, we develop an analytical
model to quickly estimate the miss rates of all CaPPS configurations.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Since our work derives mainly from trace-driven cache simulation and LLC
partitioning, this chapter gives an extensive review on the two areas.
Trace-driven Cache Simulation
A simple naïve technique for leveraging trace-driven cache simulation for cache
tuning is to sequentially process the access trace for each cache configuration, where
the number of trace processing passes is equal to the number of cache configurations
in the design space. This sequential trace-driven cache simulation technique results in
prohibitively lengthy simulation time for a large access trace, thus requiring lengthy
tuning time for exhaustive design space exploration. Dinero [18] is the most widely used
trace simulator for single processor systems. Dinero models each cache set as a linked
list where the number of nodes in each list is equal to the cache set associativity and
each node records the tag information for the addresses that map to that set. Cache
operations are modeled as linked list manipulations. Trace-driven cache simulation for
multi-core architectures include CASPER [37] and CMP$IM [38], where cache
parameters are configurable for each cache level and heterogeneous configurations are
allowed, but the cores’ private cache configurations must be homogenous.
To speed up the total trace processing time as compared to sequential tracedriven cache simulation, single-pass trace-driven cache simulation simulates multiple
cache configurations during a single trace-processing pass, thereby reducing the cache
tuning time. The trace simulator processes the trace addresses sequentially and
evaluates each processed address to determine if the access results in a cache hit/miss
for all cache configurations simultaneously. For each processed address, the number of
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conflicts (previously accessed blocks that map to the same cache set as the currently
processed address) directly determines whether or not the processed address is a
cache hit/miss. The conflict evaluation is very time consuming because all previously
accessed unique addresses must be evaluated for conflicts. Single-pass trace-driven
cache simulation leverages two cache properties, the inclusion property and the set
refinement property, to speed up this conflict evaluation. The inclusion property [50]
states that larger caches contain a superset of the blocks present in smaller caches. If
two cache configurations have the same block size, the same number of sets, and use
access order-based replacement policies (e.g., least recently used (LRU)), the inclusion
property indicates that the conflicts for the cache configuration with a smaller
associativity also form the conflicts for the cache configuration with a larger
associativity. The set refinement property [34] states that the blocks that map to the
same cache set in larger caches also map to the same cache set in smaller caches.
The set refinement property implies that the conflicts for the cache configuration with a
larger number of sets are also the conflicts for the cache configuration with a smaller
number of sets if both cache configurations have the same block size.
Previous works on the single-pass trace-driven cache simulation can be divided
into two categories based on the algorithm and data structure used: the stack-based
algorithm and the tree/forest-based algorithm. These structures maintain the previous
trace access information to enable cache hit/miss determination for each processed
address. The stack-based algorithm leverages simple data structures but requires long
trace processing time, while the tree/forest-based algorithm leverages complex data
structures but reduces the trace processing time.
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Figure 2-1. Two address processing cases in trace-driven cache simulation using the
stack-based algorithm. Case 1 depicts the situation where the processed
address is not found in stack and case 2 depicts the situation where the
processed address is found in stack.
Early work by Mattson et al. [50] developed the stack-based algorithm for fullyassociative caches, which laid the foundation for all future trace-driven cache simulation
work. Figure 2-1 depicts two addressing processing cases in trace-driven cache
simulation using the stack-based algorithm. Letters A, B, C, D, E, and F represent
different addresses that map to different cache lines. The trace simulator processes the
access trace one address at a time. For the examples in Figure 2-1, case 1 is
processing address A and case 2 is processing address E. For each processed
address, the algorithm first performs a stack search for a previous access to the
currently processed address. Case 1 depicts the situation where the currently
processed address has not been accessed before and is not present in any previously
accessed cache line (the address is not present in the stack). Therefore this access is a
compulsory cache miss. Case 2 depicts the situation where the currently processed
address is located in the stack and has been previously accessed. Conflict evaluation
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evaluates the potential conflict set (all addresses in the stack between the stack’s top
and the currently processed address’s previous access location in the stack) to
determine the conflicts. For example, in case 2, addresses B, C, and D form the
potential conflict set for the processed address E. For a fully-associative cache, all
potential conflicts are the conflicts since all addresses map to the same (single) cache
set. The number of conflicts directly determines the minimum associativity (i.e., cache
size for a fully-associative cache) necessary to result in a cache hit/miss for the
currently processed address. After conflict evaluation, the stack update process updates
the stack’s stored address access order by pushing the currently processed address
onto the stack and removing the previous access to the currently processed address if
the current access was not a compulsory miss (case 2). Otherwise, the currently
processed address is directly pushed into the stack (case 1). In this way, the stack only
stores the uniquely accessed addresses with most recently used (MRU) ordering.
Hill and Smith [34] extended the stack-based algorithm to simulate directmapped and set-associative caches. Unlike fully-associative cache simulation, in the
direct-mapped and set-associative cache simulation, conflict evaluation must further
evaluate the potential conflict set to determine the conflicts that map to the same cache
set as the currently processed address. If the number of conflicts is large enough to
evict the previously fetched line that the currently processed address maps to, the
currently processed address access results in a cache miss. Furthermore, Hill and
Smith [34] leveraged the set refinement property to efficiently determine the number of
conflicts for caches with different number of sets. Thompson and Smith [66] introduced
dirty-level analysis and included write-back counters for write-back caches.
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Figure 2-2. An example of the commonly used tree/forest structure in trace-driven cache
simulation using the tree/forest-based algorithm. The rectangles correspond
to tree nodes and values in the rectangles correspond to the index of the
cache set.
The time complexity of both the stack search for the processed address and the
conflict evaluation is on the order of the stack size, which is equal to the number of
uniquely accessed addresses in the worst case. Therefore, the stack search and conflict
evaluation can be very time consuming. To speedup the trace processing time, much
work has focused on replacing the stack structure with a tree/forest structure that stores
and traverses accesses more efficiently than the stack structure by storing the cache
contents for multiple cache configurations in a single structure. The commonly used
tree/forest structure in trace-driven cache simulation uses different tree levels to
represent different cache configurations with a different number of cache sets. The
smallest configurable number of sets dictates the number of trees in the forest, so that
in the extreme case, only one tree is required if the cache can be configured as fullyassociative. Figure 2-2 depicts an example of this tree/forest structure. In this example,
the number of cache sets can be configured as 2, 4, and 8. Thus there are two trees
and each tree has three levels in the structure. Each rectangle in the figure represents a
single node, where each node stores each cache set’s contents, and the rectangle’s
value corresponds to the cache set’s index address. Therefore, the number of
addresses stored in a node directly indicates the number of conflicts. When processing
a new address, the processed address is searched in the tree and added to the tree
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nodes based on the sets that the processed address would map to for each number of
sets.
We note that the tree/forest structure described in Figure 2-2 can only simulate
cache configurations with a fixed line size. Therefore, multiple trees/forests are typically
used in previous works to simulate multiple line sizes in a single pass. Hill and Smith
[34] leveraged multiple trees/forests for direct-mapped cache simulation. Janapsatya et
al. [39] expended Hill and Simith’s technique to simulate set-associative caches. In their
trees/forests, each node contained a stack to maintain address tags and the cache
hit/miss classification of the processed address was directly dictated by the address
tags in the corresponding node’s stack. Tojo et al. [67] and Haque et al. [32] reduced
Janapsatya’s technique’s processing time using the cache inclusion property.
One drawback of the tree/forest structure is the redundant storage overhead
because each unique line address must be stored in one node of each level in order to
record conflict information for the cache configurations with different number of sets.
Sugumar and Abraham [64] developed novel tree/forest structures to simulate the
cache configurations with a fixed line size and the cache configurations with a fixed size
but varying line size. Their novel tree/forest structures only maintained the line
addresses for the cache configuration with the largest number of sets, from which the
line addresses for the cache configurations with smaller number of sets were derived.
Therefore, the redundant storage was reduced by a factor of two. The simulation time of
their tree/forest structures outperformed the simulation time of previous tree/forest
structures by factors of 1.0 to 5.0.
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Due to the complex data structure and processing operations, the tree/forest
algorithms are not amenable to hardware implementation for runtime cache tuning.
Thus, the stack-based algorithm is still widely used. For example, Viana et al. [70]
proposed SPCE – a stack-based algorithm that evaluated cache size, line size, and
associativity simultaneously using simple bit-wise operations. Gordon-Ross et al. [28]
designed SPCE’s hardware prototype for runtime cache tuning. Whereas these singlepass cache simulation methodologies (stack- and tree-based) are highly efficient, these
methods are limited to single-level cache simulation.
In this dissertation, we will enhance previous works to include two-level cache
simulation. We combine a stack-based algorithm [70] to record the memory access
trace with a tree-based data structure to support the stack search for processing time
acceleration.
Last-level Cache Partitioning
Cache partitioning consists of three components: the cache partitioning
controller, system metric tracking, and the cache partitioning decision. The cache
partitioning controller can be implemented using a modified replacement policy in a
shared LLC or a coherence policy in a private LLC. By enforcing replacement
constraints on the candidate replacement blocks in a cache set and the insertion
location for each core’s incoming blocks, an individual core’s cache occupancy can be
controlled. System metric tracking requires tracking metrics for the entire system or
each core. One possible technique is to use dynamic set sampling [55] by sampling
several cache sets whose tags were maintained as if the sampled sets were configured
with one potential configuration to approximate the global performance of the entire
cache. Another technique is to monitor the cache access profile in hardware or software
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and analyzes each core’s cache requirements and interactions with other cores. The
cache partitioning decision evaluates the system metrics to determine the best cache
partitioning for either optimizing overall performance or maintaining performance
fairness across the cores [35].
For CMPs with a distributed shared LLC, either an entire way or set is located in
one cache bank, allowing the cache to be partitioned either on a way or set basis. Due
to this OS modification requirement in set partitioning, hardware-based way partitioning
is more widely used.
Previous shared cache partitioning typically used private partitioning. Qureshi
and Patt [55] developed dynamic utility-based cache partitioning (UCP), which used an
online monitor to track the cache misses for all possible numbers of ways assigned to
each core. Greedy and refined heuristics determined the cores’ quota. Varadarajan et
al. [68] dynamically partitioned the cache into small direct-mapped cache partitions,
which were privately assigned to the cores and the cache partitions had configurable
size, block size, and associativity. Kim et al. [43] developed cache partitioning for
fairness optimization using static and dynamic partitioning. Static cache partitioning
used the stack distance profile of cache accesses to determine the cores’ requirements.
Dynamic cache partitioning monitored the cache misses, and increased/decreased the
cores’ quotas in accordance with the miss rate changes between evaluation intervals.
Suh et al. [65] partitioned the cache and developed a greedy dynamic partitioning
method to allocate each partition to the cores for exclusive use. Although their method
allowed partitions to be shared across multiple cores when the number of cores
exceeded the number of partitions, the equation used to estimate the number of misses
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in the shared partitions did not consider all aspects. For example, the equation assumed
that with a random replacement policy, the number of replacements in a core’s quota
was proportional to the quota’s size, which did not consider the differences between the
private and shared utilizations.
Private LLCs also benefit from cache partitioning, where the cores’ private
caches are partitioned to be partially/fully shared with other cores. In CloudCache [45],
the private caches were partitioned and a core could share the private caches’ of
nearby cores (limiting the cores to only sharing nearby caches restricted the additional
access latency). MorphCache [62] partitioned the level two and level three caches and
allowed subsets of cores’ private caches to be merged and fully shared by the subset.
Huh et al. [36] subsetted the cores, partitioned the cache evenly, and each partition was
fully shared by a subset. Dybdahl and Stenstrom [17] developed an adaptive cache
partitioning method in which a core’s private cache could be partially shared among all
cores. An adaptive spill-receive caching method [56] classified private caches as spiller
or receiver caches, where the spiller caches could store evicted blocks into receiver
caches.
Although private LLC partitioning enabled a core to share other cores’ quotas,
only two kinds of constrained partial sharing were provided: 1) subset sharing: the cores
were subsetted and the cores’ quotas were fully shared by the subset [36] [45] [62]; 2)
joint sharing: partial sharing allowed a portion/all of a core’s quota to be shared by all
cores [17] (i.e., the cores still retained some private portion of the quota). As compared
to partially sharing a core’s quota with all cores, CaPPS is more flexible than these
works by enabling a portion of a core’s quota to be shared with any subset of cores, and
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thus the constrained partial sharings’ design spaces are subsets of CaPPS’s design
space.
To facilitate fast design space exploration, we develop an offline analytical model
to quickly estimate cache miss rates for all configurations in CaPPS. Prior works on
analytical modeling to determine cache miss rates targeted only fully shared caches,
therefore, our proposed analytical model can leverage on the fundamentals established
in these prior works. Chandra et al. [12] proposed a model using access traces for
isolated threads to predict inter-thread contention for a shared cache. Reuse distance
profiles were analyzed to predict the extra cache misses for each thread due to cache
sharing, but the model did not consider the interaction between cycles per instruction
(CPI) variations and cache contention. Eklov et al. [21] proposed a simpler model that
calculated the CPI considering the cache misses caused by contention by predicting the
reuse distance distribution of an application when co-executed with other applications
based on the isolated reuse distance distribution of each application. Chen and Aamodt
[13] proposed a Markov model to estimate the cache miss rates for multi-threaded
applications with inter-thread communication.
Since CaPPS allows a core’s quota to be partially shared with a subset of cores,
as compared to fully shared by all cores as in prior works, analytically predicting the
cache miss rates is more challenging. In CaPPS, the time-ordered interleaving of the
cores’ accesses to the LLC must be considered, since only the LLC accesses that
access partially shared ways affect a core’s miss rate. However, since the analytical
model executes offline, statically determining, quantifying, and predicting the dynamic
effects significantly complicates miss rate estimations.
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CHAPTER 3
T-SPACS – A TWO-LEVEL SINGLE-PASS CACHE SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
All previous single-pass trace-driven methods, to the best of our knowledge, only
simulate single-level caches. We present for the first time a Two-level Single-Pass
trace-driven Cache Simulation methodology – T-SPaCS for exclusive instruction and
data caches for offline static cache tuning. The designers can employ T-SPaCS a priori
at design time to evaluate all cache configurations for a particular embedded
application, and then determine the optimal (lowest energy) cache configuration to be
used during execution time. We leverage an exclusive cache hierarchy to limit area and
processing overheads and enable the level one cache (L1) and level two cache (L2) to
be logically analyzed as one single cache followed by a supplementary processing step
to extract the exclusive L2 contents. Our proposed methodology determines the optimal
cache configuration with high simulation speedup and low storage requirements
compared to iterative simulation.
Two-Level Cache Characteristics
As the description in the introduction, two of the major challenges in two-level
single-pass cache simulation are the storage and simulation time required to process
each filtered access trace for the L2 cache. In this section we motivate our selection of
an exclusive cache hierarchy, as opposed to an inclusive cache hierarchy, to address
these challenges.
In an inclusive hierarchy with the least recently used (LRU) replacement policy
for both L1 and L2, each cache level contains a subset of the contents of the lower level
caches (closer to the memory). On an L1 miss and an L2 hit, the cache block is copied
from L2 to L1. If both L1 and L2 miss, the cache block is copied to both L1 and L2. The
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evicted LRU blocks are discarded if the blocks are not dirty (assuming the data cache
uses write-allocate and write-back policies). Otherwise, the evicted blocks are written
back to main memory. In an exclusive hierarchy [71] with LRU for L1 and first-in-first-out
(FIFO)-like for L2 (the exclusive hierarchy complicates L2 evictions, making the process
similar to FIFO), each cache level’s contents are disjoint from the contents of all other
cache levels. On an L1 miss and an L2 hit, the cache block is moved from L2 to L1, the
evicted LRU L1 block is moved to L2, and the evicted oldest block from L2 is discarded
if the block is not dirty. When L1 and L2 both miss, the missed block is only fetched into
L1 from main memory. This lack of replication across L1 and L2 provides an opportunity
to logically view L1 and L2 as one combined cache, whose analysis can be processed
based solely on the complete access trace. Deriving the L2 miss rate using this
combined analysis eliminates the need to store and process each filtered L2 access
trace and alters the basic stack-based algorithm processing.
To exemplify the reduced storage requirements afforded by the exclusive
hierarchy, Figure 3-1 depicts the stack-based algorithm’s cache layout view (dotted
boxes) and storage requirements for a two-level cache with inclusive (A) and exclusive
(B) hierarchies. More specifically, for the inclusive hierarchy, each cache is processed
separately. The complete access trace is recorded in the L1 stack and for each L1
configuration, the filtered access trace is recorded in an L2 stack (one distinct L2 stack
is required for each L1 configuration). Each L2 stack is processed separately using the
same process as for single-level cache simulation [70]. In the exclusive hierarchy, only
one stack is required since L1 and L2 are treated as one combined cache (denoted
using the dotted boxes) and are evaluated simultaneously.
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Figure 3-1. Storage requirements for the stack-based algorithm for a two-level cache
with (A) an inclusive hierarchy where L1 and L2 are processed separately and
(B) an exclusive hierarchy where L1 and L2 are treated as one combined
cache denoted using the dotted box.
This difference in stack processing has a large impact on the storage and time
complexity. The inclusive cache hierarchy requires one L1 stack and 𝑀 L2 stacks,

where 𝑀 is the number of L1 configurations. The L1 stack has a storage complexity of

𝑂(𝑛), where 𝑛 is the number of unique addresses in the access trace. Each of the 𝑀 L2
stacks has the same storage complexity of 𝑂(𝑛) by assuming the worst case where all
L1 accesses are misses. The exclusive cache hierarchy requires only one L1 stack to

generate both L1 and L2 results. Therefore, the storage and time complexities for twolevel inclusive and exclusive caches are 𝑂((𝑀 + 1)𝑛) and 𝑂(𝑛), respectively.

The lightweight storage and time complexities of the exclusive cache are

important for T-SPaCS since the single-pass simulation feature makes T-SPaCS
amenable to hardware implementation in dynamic cache tuning without runtime system
intrusion [28]. Additionally, exclusive caches are widely applied in modern commercial
processors, such as the AMD Athlon and Duron processors [1], and ARM Cortex-A8
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and Cortex-A9 processors [4]. Zheng et al. [73] evaluated the exclusive cache
performance and concluded that the exclusive cache is suitable for embedded systems
with limited on-chip cache area since an exclusive hierarchy can provide a larger
effective cache size than an inclusive hierarchy.
The tradeoff for the exclusive cache’s reduced storage and time complexities is a
design space reduction since an exclusive hierarchy requires L1 and L2 block sizes to
be equal. However, previous work [29] showed that for a large design space, several
cache configurations offer nearly equal energy and performance, thus this restriction will
have a nominal effect on the cache tuning.
Two-Level Single-Pass Cache Simulation Methodology – T-SPaCS
T-SPaCS is suitable for a highly configurable two-level exclusive cache hierarchy
by simultaneously evaluating cache configurations with varying size, block size, and
associativity. T-SPaCS’s output is the miss rates for all cache configurations. When
combining the miss rates with a performance and energy model [30], a system designer
can determine an appropriate cache configuration based on the application
requirements.
T-SPaCS evaluates (determines a cache hit or miss) a trace address for a
particular cache configuration by locating the conflicts. T-SPaCS’s goal is to
simultaneously determine the conflicts with each trace address in L1 and L2 for all
cache configurations in the design space.
Figure 3-2 illustrates T-SPaCS’s functional overview. The application is executed
once to produce the time-ordered sequence of accessed addresses, which is denoted
�⃗, and 𝑇 is an arbitrary address in 𝑇
�⃗. The corresponding block address 𝐴
by the vector 𝑇
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is calculated by 𝑇/𝐵 = 𝑇 ≫ 𝑏, where ‘≫’ is a bitwise right shift operator and 𝐵 = 2𝑏 is

the cache block size. During T-SPaCS’s simulation, the time-ordered sequence of

unique block addresses that map to the same set with index 𝑖 for the minimum number
1
1
2
of sets 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
(without loss of generality, we assume 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
< 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
) is recorded into one

stack structure for every cache block size 𝐵. Thus, the number of required stack

1
structures for a particular 𝐵 is equal to 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
(determined by 𝐵, the minimum cache size

1
1
𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛
, and the maximum associativity 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥
). In the set of a particular 𝐵’s stacks, we

���⃗𝚤 . 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] , 𝑚 ∈ 𝑍 + , is one element in vector
denote each stack’s contents as the vector 𝐾

���⃗𝚤 , representing the 𝑚–𝑡ℎ uniquely accessed block address (counting starts from the
𝐾

stack’s top, thus 𝐾𝑖 [1] is the stack top and represents the address of the most recently

1
accessed cache block that maps to the set with index 𝑖 for 𝐵 and 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
). During T-

SPaCS’s processing for a particular 𝑇, the cache configurations with different 𝐵 are
simulated sequentially using the corresponding set of stacks. Since T-SPaCS’s

processing of each 𝑇 for each 𝐵 is the same, we limit our discussion in the remainder of
this chapter to T-SPaCS’s processing of one arbitrary trace address 𝑇 for one arbitrary

cache block size 𝐵 (∀𝐵 ∈ [𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 ], where 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 represent the minimum
and maximum block size values, respectively).

T-SPaCS processes each trace address for the set of stack structures for each 𝐵

using four steps: stack processing, L1 analysis, L2 analysis, and stack update, as

shown in Figure 3-2. For a trace address 𝑇 (whose block address is 𝐴), the set index 𝑖 is
1
1
determined through 𝐵 and 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
(𝑖 = 𝐴 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
) and 𝑖 locates the stack structure that

1
2
1
2
]⋃[𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
],
stores 𝑇’s conflicts for all possible number of sets 𝑆 (∀𝑆 ∈ [𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
1
2
1
2
where 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
represent the minimum and maximum number of
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Figure 3-2. T-SPaCS’s functional overview: Executing the application generates the
time-ordered access trace, which is sequentially fed into a different set of
1
stacks based on the trace address’s set index for 𝑆min
under different 𝐵. TSPaCS’s processing for each trace address consists of four steps
(encompassed by the dotted box). After processing the entire access trace, TSPaCS produces the accumulated number of L1 and L2 misses for all cache
configurations.
cache sets in L1 and L2, respectively). Stack processing scans the current stack
structure ���⃗
𝐾𝚤 to determine whether the block 𝐴 was recorded (a cache line with that block

address has already been fetched). If there exists ℎ satisfying 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] = 𝐴, the block that
𝑇 maps to was accessed previously and the most recent access was recorded in the

stack as 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ]. For all 𝑆, stack processing scans the stack from 𝐾𝑖 [1] to 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] to evaluate

the conflicts with 𝑇. The conflicts with 𝑇 for a particular 𝑆 are denoted by 𝜉(𝑆), whose
1
collection is represented by {𝜉(𝑆)}. We note that conflict evaluation is trivial for 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
1
since all the stack addresses in ���⃗
𝐾𝚤 conflict with 𝑇[𝑡] for 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
and thus the conflict
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1
1
���⃗𝚤 into {𝜉(𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
evaluation for 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
simply records the stack addresses in 𝐾
)}. After

identifying these conflicts, L1 analysis directly determines 𝑇 to be an L1 hit/miss based
on the number of conflicts for the L1 configurations with 𝑆 1 . If there is an L1 miss, L2
2
2
]) are
analysis is required. When the particular 𝑆 1 and any 𝑆 2 (∀𝑆 2 ∈ [𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

combined to form one two-level cache configuration, L2 analysis categorizes the
evaluated conflicts of the combined cache as either L1 or L2 conflicts. Similarly, the
number of conflicts in L2 dictates an L2 hit/miss. After stack processing, L1 analysis,
and L2 analysis (if necessary) for all cache configurations, the stack update removes
���⃗𝚤 , the
𝐾𝚤 if ℎ exists, and then pushes 𝐴 on the top of ���⃗
𝐾𝚤 . If there is no 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] in 𝐾
𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] from ���⃗
�⃗ is processed, Tstack update directly pushes 𝐴 on the top of ���⃗
𝐾𝚤 . After the entire 𝑇

SPaCS accumulates the number of L1 and L2 misses for all two-level cache
configurations.

To simulate a data cache that uses the write-back policy, the cache block’s dirty
status must be considered. We track the number of write-backs using a write-avoid
counter [66]. In a write-back cache, not all the cache writes result in write-backs to main
memory. For example, if a cache block is written to X times, X-1 write-backs to main
memory are avoided since all writes to the cache block are coalesced and are only
written back to memory once when the cache block is evicted. Therefore, during TSPaCS’s data cache processing, if writing 𝑇 results in an L1/L2 hit, and the stack

searched address 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is dirty, this write is avoided, and the write-avoid counter is

incremented. The number of write-backs is equal to the total number of writes minus the
number of write-avoids. We use a bit-array attached with each stack address, in which

each bit indicates whether the address is dirty for each cache configuration. The bit-
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array’s size is equal to the number of cache configurations with the same 𝐵 in the

design space. The dirty status of the stack address is maintained in the stack update
step, which is detailed as follows: writing 𝑇 sets the newly inserted 𝐴 as dirty; if reading

𝑇 results in an L2 miss, 𝐴 is set as clean, since an L2 miss implies fetching 𝐴 from main
memory, which is always clean; if reading 𝑇 results in an L1/L2 hit, the dirty status of 𝐴

is dictated by the dirty status of the removed 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ].

We note that although T-SPaCS uses several stack structures to record block-

size-specific cache access patterns to simplify conflict determination, the storage
complexities are similar to those analyzed in last Section. Since one cache block
encapsulates multiple addresses, the combined storage space for all stacks will be
similar to the storage space required by one stack.
The remainder of this section presents T-SPaCS’s detailed operations. Since L1
analysis uses a conventional stack-based algorithm for simulating set-associative
caches [34] [70], we refer the reader to Chapter 2 for the L1 analysis description, and
directly extend the stack-based algorithm to L2 analysis. Then, we will discuss
acceleration strategies to assist stack processing.
Stack-based Two-Level Cache Analysis
When using an exclusive hierarchy, L1 and L2 can be treated as one combined
cache. The conflict evaluation for the combined cache is processed using the L2
configurations in order to extract the L2 conflicts. We represent the conflicts for the
combined cache as {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} (for cache configurations of 𝑆 2 ). {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} can be identified

using conflict evaluation from 𝐾𝑖 [1] to 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] in stack processing. {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} consists of the
conflicts in both L1 and L2. Since {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} contains inclusive L2 conflicts, exclusion
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requires the removal of the L1 conflicts from {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} to isolate the exclusive L2 conflicts,
whose collection is denoted by {𝛿}. The number of L2 conflicts |𝛿| determines the

minimum L2 associativity necessary for 𝑇 to be an L2 hit. Due to the LRU replacement
policy for L1 and FIFO for L2, stack processing orders the conflicts in the conflict

collections {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} and {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} in MRU (most recently used) time order to facilitate L1

and L2 analysis.

When 𝑇 results in an L1 conflict miss for a particular L1 configuration

𝑐1 (𝑆 1 , 𝑊 1 , 𝐵), the first 𝑊 1 conflicts {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 in {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} are the blocks present in L1. The

subsequent L2 analysis will evaluate all possible L2 configurations (with the same 𝐵 as
2
2
]), the L2 analysis consists of three steps: 1) stack
L1). For each 𝑆 2 (∀𝑆 2 ∈ [𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

processing to determine {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}; 2) removing {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 (effectively removing the L1

blocks) from {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} to deduce {𝛿}, which we refer to as the compare-exclude operation;

and 3) evaluate 𝑇 as an L2 hit/miss for each set associativity 𝑊 2 based on |𝛿|.
tag
tag

L1
L2

L1
L2

tag
tag

(A) S1 = S2 (k = l)
Index (k)
Index (l)

block offset
block offset

(B) S1 < S2 (k < l)
Index (k)
(k)
(l-k)

block offset
block offset

Index (l)
(C) S1 > S2 (k > l)
Index (k)
L1
L2

tag

(k-l)
tag

(l)
Index (l)

block offset
block offset

Figure 3-3. Cache addressing formats for the compare-exclude operation scenarios: (A)
𝑆 1 = 𝑆 2 , (B) 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 , and (C) 𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 , in which 𝑘 and 𝑙 represent the number
of L1 and L2 index bits, respectively.
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The compare-exclude operation is divided into three scenarios based on three
different inclusion relationships between {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} and {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}. Figure 3-3 depicts the

cache addressing formats of L1 and L2, in which k and l represent the number of L1 and
L2 index bits, respectively. The three compare-exclude scenarios are: (A) the number of
L1 and L2 sets are equal (𝑆 1 = 𝑆 2 and {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 is the first 𝑊 1 conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}); (B)

the number of L1 sets is less than the number of L2 sets (𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 and {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊 1

contains several conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}); (C) the number of L2 sets is less than the number

of L1 sets (𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 and {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 is a subset of {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}).
Compare-exclude scenario: 𝑺𝟏 = 𝑺𝟐

For L1 and L2 configurations with the same B and S values (Figure 3-3 (A)),

{𝜉(𝑆 2 )} is the same as {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}. Thus, stack processing for {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} is not necessary and

{𝜉(𝑆 1 )} can be directly applied to deduce {𝛿}. In this scenario, the conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} are
divided into two categories: the first 𝑊 1 conflicts are present in L1 and the remaining

conflicts form {𝛿}. The condition that 𝑊 2 > |𝛿| indicates that 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] has not been evicted
from L2 by the following accessed blocks and 𝑇 results in an L2 hit. For example, if
|𝜉(𝑆 1 )| = 5 and 𝑊 1 = 2, the first two conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} are present in L1 and the

remaining conflicts compose {𝛿}. Therefore, |𝛿| = 3 and the L2 configurations with
associativities greater than 3 result in an L2 hit.
Compare-exclude scenario: 𝑺𝟏 < 𝑺𝟐

As depicted in Figure 3-3 (B), the number of L1 index bits 𝑘 is less than the

number of L2 index bits 𝑙 in the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario. The evicted cache blocks from one L1

set map to multiple (multiple of two) L2 sets. We refer to these multiple L2 sets as the

affinity group associated with one L1 set, and the number of L2 sets in the affinity group
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is equal to 𝑆 2 /𝑆 1 . The cache indexes for addressing one L1 set and the multiple L2 sets
in the affinity group retain the following relationship: the least significant 𝑘 index bits in

L1 and L2 are equal and the L2 index’s most significant (𝑙 − 𝑘) bits are all values from

all ‘0’s incremented to all ‘1’s.

Since the stack processing for {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} begins from the stack’s top, {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}

determined by the L2 index of 𝑇 contains some conflicts that are still present in L1. The
collection of these conflicts is the subset of {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊 1 with the same L2 index as 𝑇, and
thereby can be determined by the intersection of {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 and {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}. After removing
these intersecting conflicts, the remaining conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} are the L2 conflicts {𝛿}:
{𝛿} = {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} − {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 ⋂{𝜉(𝑆 2 )}.

(2-1)

However, Figure 3-4 illustrates a special case that must be considered in this
scenario. Figure 3-4 (A) shows a time-ordered access trace segment from 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 ] to

𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8], 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑍 + to indicate the time order of access addresses. We assume the

following: [𝑡𝑖 ] = 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8]; 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 3] = 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 7]; and the other addresses map to different

unique cache blocks. In these blocks, 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 ] maps to the same cache set as 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 1],

𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 2], 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 3], and 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 4] under both 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 , while 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 ] maps to the same

cache set as 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 5] and 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 6] under 𝑆 1 but not 𝑆 2 . For simplification, we represent
𝑇[𝑡𝑖 ] to 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8] with block addresses: 𝑧, 𝑥4 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , 𝑥2 , and 𝑧, respectively, as

shown in Figure 3-4 (A). For 𝑊 1 = 2 and 𝑊 2 = 4, Figure 3-4 (B) shows the L1 and L2

set contents at the time points 𝑡𝑖 + 5, 𝑡𝑖 + 6, and 𝑡𝑖 + 7. Figure 3-4 (C) shows the stack

contents before 𝑡𝑖 + 8. According to the cache set contents, accessing 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8] with 𝑧
results in L1 and L2 misses. Stack processing for 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8] produces the conflicts

{𝜉(𝑆 1 )}2 = {𝑥2 , 𝑦2 } and{𝜉(𝑆 2 )} = {𝑥2 , 𝑥1 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 }. The compare-exclude operation
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produces the conflicts{𝛿} = {𝑥1 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 }. Since |𝛿| = 3 and 𝑊 2 = 4, 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8] is incorrectly
classified as a hit.

(A) Access trace
T[ti] T[ti+1] T[ti+2] T[ti+3] T[ti+4] T[ti+5] T[ti+6] T[ti+7] T[ti+8]
z

x4

x3

x2

x1

y1

(B) Cache contents in time order
L2 (4 ways)
L1 (2 ways)
x2 x3 x4 z
y1 x1
ti+5
y2 y1
ti+6
x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 x3 x4 BLK
ti+7
x2 y2
Fetch from z, miss in L2
ti+8

y2

x2

z

(time)

(C) Stack before ti+8
Top
x2

occupied blank

y2
y1
x1
x3
x4
z

Figure 3-4. Special case when 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 where fetching 𝑥2 from L2 results in an occupied
blank (BLK).
To explain this incorrect classification, we note that accessing 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 7] moves 𝑥2

from L2 to L1, leaving an empty way in L2—an occupied blank (BLK), as shown in

Figure 3-4 (B). The occupied blank occurs because at 𝑡𝑖 + 7, 𝑦1 was evicted from L1 to
accommodate 𝑥2 , but 𝑦1 maps to a different L2 set than the set that 𝑥2 maps to. The

occupied blank means that 𝑥2 was in L2 and involved in evicting 𝑧 from L2 (at 𝑡𝑖 + 6),
thus 𝑥2 should be counted as a conflict for 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 8] in {𝛿}.

In order to account for the occupied blank, occupied blank labeling is a

supplemental process that labels occupied blanks using a bit-array associated with
each stack address. The bit-array size is equal to the number of cache configurations
with the same 𝐵 in the design space. A “set” bit indicates that an occupied blank follows
the labeled block in the corresponding cache configuration. The compare-exclude

operation is augmented to include blank label examination. If the label associated with
the last conflict in {𝛿} is set, there is an occupied blank behind the last conflict, which
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means the last conflict is the LRU block present in the L2 set and the block that 𝑇 maps
to has already been evicted. As a result, 𝑇 is classified as an L2 miss even though
|𝛿| < 𝑊 2 in this case.

The occupied blank is introduced when there is an L2 hit, such as the example

described in Figure 3-4 (B) (i.e., the L2 hit for 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 7] results in a BLK by fetching 𝑥2
into L1). Therefore, occupied blank labeling must proceed whenever the processed

address 𝑇 results in an L2 hit. We refer to the previously fetched block that 𝑇 maps to as
𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] following our previous notation. There are two cases for occupied blank labeling:

1) when 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ (MRU order) block in the L2 set (i.e., |𝛿| = 𝑊 2 − 1), the last
conflict in {𝛿} is labeled as an occupied blank since 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] will be fetched into L1 after

accessing 𝑇[𝑡]; and 2) when 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is not the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block in the L2 set (i.e., |𝛿| < 𝑊 2 −

1), stack processing must continue after 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] to locate and label the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block in the

L2 set. The example shown in Figure 3-4 (B) follows the second case. Since 𝑥2 is not

the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block (MRU order) in L2 at 𝑡𝑖 + 6, stack processing continues and labels the

𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block 𝑥4 to indicate a BLK after 𝑥4 in processing 𝑇[𝑡𝑖 + 7].

Compare-exclude scenario: 𝑺𝟏 > 𝑺𝟐

In the 𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 scenario (Figure 3-3 (C)), blocks evicted from multiple L1 sets map

to one L2 set. Similarly to the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario, one L2 set corresponds to an affinity

group in L1 and the number of L1 sets in the affinity group is equal to 𝑆 1 /𝑆 2 . The L2 set

that 𝑇 maps to has an affinity group consisting of multiple L1 sets, and 𝑇 maps to one of

the L1 sets. We denote these multiple L1 sets in the affinity group, excluding the set that
𝑇 maps to, as the complementary sets of 𝑇. The conflicts associated with one of the
complementary sets are denoted by ��
𝜉𝛼��, where the subscript 𝛼 ∈ [1, 𝑆 1 /𝑆 2 − 1]
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differentiates between each of the complementary sets. The collection of conflicts for
����
the 𝛼 complementary set is denoted by �𝜉����
𝛼 �, whose cardinality is denoted by |𝜉𝛼 |. In

Figure 3-3 (C), 𝑇’s address uses 𝑘 bits for the L1 index and 𝑙 bits for the L2 index (𝑘 >

𝑙). The complementary set’s indexes in L1 can be composed by joining the least

significant 𝑙 bits with each combination of ‘0’s and ‘1’s for the most significant (𝑘 − 𝑙) bits

excluding the combination associated with 𝑇[𝑡]’s L1 index. For example, if 𝑇’s indexes
are “101101” for L1 and “1101” for L2, the collection of {𝜉��𝛼��} for all 𝛼 will include all
conflicts associated with {“001101”, “011101”, “111101”}.

The conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}, while still present in L1, include both the L1 conflicts in

the set that 𝑇 maps to ({𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 ) and the L1 conflicts associated with the

complimentary sets ({𝜉��𝛼��}). Stack processing determines these additional conflicts by

simply considering the complementary set’s indexes. Therefore, the compare-exclude
operation in this scenario produces:
1

𝑆 /𝑆
{𝛿} = {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} − {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}𝑊1 − ∑𝛼=1

2

−1

�𝜉��𝛼���𝑊 1 ,

(2-2)

where �𝜉��𝛼���𝑊 1 represents the first 𝑊 1 conflicts (MRU order) in �𝜉��𝛼���.
Acceleration Strategies

During T-SPaCS’s processing, stack processing is the most time consuming
operation. For every 𝑇 in the access trace, stack processing repeatedly evaluates all

stack addresses 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] (∀𝑚 ∈ [1, ℎ)) for conflicts with every number of cache sets in the
design space. If |𝑆| denotes the total number of configurable 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 in the design
space, the conflict evaluation’s complexity is 𝑂(|𝑆| ⋅ ℎ) (without considering the

complementary sets) for each 𝑇[𝑡] unless 𝑇[𝑡] results in L1 hits for all L1 configurations
(in which case, the complexity is 𝑂(|𝑆 1 | ⋅ ℎ), where |𝑆 1 | is the total number of
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configurable 𝑆 1 in the L1 design space only). As we know, to reduce the conflict

evaluation runtime, stack processing can be accelerated using the set refinement
property [34], which can be leveraged by processing 𝑆 from smallest to largest and a

stack address 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is evaluated for conflicts with 𝑇 only if 𝑇 conflicts with 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] for a

smaller 𝑆. Alternatively, processing 𝑆 from largest to smallest leverages the set

refinement property. However, since most stack addresses are not conflicts even for
small 𝑆 in a typical application, starting from 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 reduces more trivial conflict
evaluations.

This acceleration strategy can be applied to both stack processing steps: 1)
1
2
determining all conflicts {𝜉(𝑆 1 )}, {𝜉(𝑆 2 )}, and �𝜉����
𝛼 � for all possible 𝑆 and 𝑆 using a tree

data structure; and 2) occupied blank labeling using an array data structure.

Tree-assisted acceleration
When processing 𝑇 for an arbitrary 𝐵 with stack ���⃗
𝐾𝚤 on an L1 miss, the compare-

exclude operation compares the conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 1 )} for each L1 configuration with the

conflicts in {𝜉(𝑆 2 )} for all possible L2 configurations. An efficient method to determine

these conflicts is to determine the conflicts for all possible 𝑆 initially and store these

conflicts in a tree structure for later reference. We note that this data structure is not a
traditional tree structure, but is a hierarchical representation that we refer to as a tree for
simplicity.
The tree structure stores 𝑇’s conflicts and the conflicts associated with the

complimentary sets for all 𝑆 with the same 𝐵. Each tree level corresponds to a different

𝑆, with 𝑆 increasing from root to leaf (higher level to lower level) by powers of two. Tree
nodes store the conflict information and the maximum L1 and L2 associativities dictate
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the maximum number of conflicts stored at each node (conflict storage). Every conflict is
represented by the conflict’s block address and a pointer to the block’s stack location,
which assists in occupied blank labeling since the blank labels (linked using the stack
address) of the recorded conflicts will be examined to correct the compare-exclude
results in the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario.

We accelerate stack processing by determining all conflicts for all 𝑆

simultaneously. We denote all 𝑆 from the minimum 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 to the maximum 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 with a

subscript 𝛽, where 𝛽 is an integer satisfying 𝛽 ∈ [1, log 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 1] such that the

𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level corresponds to 𝑆𝛽 and the number of tree levels is log 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 1.

Due to the set refinement property, evaluating the conflicts for 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] (∀𝑚 ∈ [1, ℎ)) with

𝑇 for a particular 𝑆𝛽𝑖 (𝛽𝑖 ∈ [2, log 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 1]) depends on whether 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] conflicts
with 𝑇 for 𝑆𝛽𝑖−1. When 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is 𝑇’s conflict for 𝑆𝛽𝑖 −1, 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] will be 𝑇’s conflict for 𝑆𝛽𝑖 on

the condition that the most significant bit in the indexes of both 𝑇 and 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] under 𝑆𝛽𝑖

are the same. On the contrary, if 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is not 𝑇’s conflict for 𝑆𝛽𝑖 −1, the indexes of 𝑇 and

𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] under all larger 𝑆𝛽 (∀𝛽 ∈ [𝛽𝑖 , log 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 1]) are also different.

When the combined L1 and L2 configurations satisfy the 𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 scenario, the

compare-exclude operation should exclude the conflicts associated with the L1

complementary sets as well as the L1 conflicts. Therefore, for each 𝑆𝛽 in the L1 design
2
space that is larger than 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, the additional conflicts with each of the complimentary

sets {𝜉����
𝛼 } must also be searched and recorded in the 𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level as one node. The

number of nodes at each tree level is dictated by the number of complementary sets
1
2
1
] and 𝑆𝛽𝑖 > 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
required for 𝑆𝛽 . More specifically, if ∃𝑆𝛽𝑖 ∈ [𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
, the number of

2
nodes in the 𝛽𝑖 -𝑡ℎ tree level is 𝑆𝛽𝑖 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
. When 𝑆𝛽𝑖 is combined with an 𝑆 2 other than
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2
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
while still complying with the condition that 𝑆𝛽𝑖 > 𝑆 2 , the conflicts with the

complementary sets can be determined by selecting the corresponding nodes in the 𝛽𝑖 -

𝑡ℎ tree level based on the difference between the number of index bits for 𝑆𝛽𝑖 and 𝑆 2 .
Figure 3-5 provides a sample tree structure for a processed address 𝑇[𝑡] with

block address 𝐴[𝑡] =“100110110110”. The configurable number of sets in the design
1
2
1
2
space for the certain 𝐵 are bounded by 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 4, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 64, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 16, and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

256. Rectangles correspond to tree nodes and values in the nodes correspond to the
indexes of the recorded conflicts. For levels 𝑆1, 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝑆6 , and 𝑆7 , only one node is

required in each level to record the conflicts with 𝑇[𝑡]. For levels 𝑆4 and 𝑆5 , the

2
complementary set’s conflicts must be recorded since 𝑆4 and 𝑆5 are larger than 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛

(i.e., 𝑆3 ). When 𝑆 1 = 𝑆5 and 𝑆 2 = 𝑆3, the conflicts selected from all the four nodes in the

fifth level will be excluded during the compare-exclude operation. When 𝑆 1 = 𝑆5 and
𝑆 2 = 𝑆4 , only the conflicts in the first two nodes will be excluded.
A[t]=(1001)10110110

S1

S2

S1=4

10

S2=8

110

S3=16

0110

S4=32

10110

S5=64

110110

S6=128

0110110

S7=256

10110110

Complementary sets
00110
010110

000110

100110

Figure 3-5. A sample tree structure where rectangles correspond to tree nodes and
values in the nodes are the indexes of the recorded conflicts.
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Figure 3-6 summarizes the tree-assisted stack processing acceleration algorithm.
For each 𝑇 and 𝐵, the tree contents are cleared and 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is initialized to 𝑆1 (line 1). For

each stack address 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] (∀𝑚 ∈ [1, ℎ)) (lines 2-19), conflict evaluation determines the
conflicts with 𝑇or the complementary sets from 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 to 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 (lines 3-13). If the

complementary set’s conflicts are not required for the 𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level, 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is directly

evaluated for conflict with 𝑇 for 𝑆𝛽 by comparing the most significant index bits of 𝑇 and

𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] under 𝑆𝛽 (since 𝑆 increases by powers of two) (lines 4-6). If 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] conflicts with 𝑇

for 𝑆𝛽 , 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is recorded into the node in the 𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level (lines 7-8); otherwise conflict
evaluation for 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] is terminated (larger 𝑆𝛽 conflict evaluations are not necessary)

(lines 9-10). If the complimentary set’s conflicts are required in the 𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level, 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚]

2
is stored into a node in the 𝛽-𝑡ℎ tree level based on the most log 2 �𝑆𝛽 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
� significant
2
index bits (lines 11-13). In this situation, only checking the most log 2 �𝑆𝛽 /𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
�
2
significant bits requires the condition that 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] conflicts with 𝑇 for 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
when

processing proceeds to line 12. This condition is guaranteed by the constraint in
changing 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 in line 18. Since the required number of conflicts stored in each node is
limited by the L1 and L2 associativities, if all nodes in the 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 level are full after

processing 𝐾𝑖 [𝑚] for all 𝑆𝛽 (∀𝑆𝛽 ∈ [𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]), searching for more conflicts in the 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

level is trivial. Therefore, the value for 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 may change (line 14). If the complementary
set’s conflicts are not needed for the level with 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡+1 , 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is updated by 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡+1

2
(lines 15-16); otherwise conflict evaluation always starts from 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
(lines 17-18) since
2
the evaluation of the conflicts for 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
is a prior requirement for determining the

complimentary set’s conflicts.
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Stack processing for each Tand B:
1 -Clear tree contents; Sstart = S1;
2 for (m=1; m<h; m++) //check from Ki[1] to Ki[h]
for (Sβ=Sstart; Sβ<=Smax; Sβ·2)
3
if (complementary sets’s conflicts are not required in the β-th level)
4
-evaluate the conflict of Ki[m] for Sβ when Sβ != S1min; otherwise
5
directly record Ki[m] in the 1-st level;
6
if (conflict)
7
-record into the node in the β-th level;
8
else
9
-go to END_m;
10
else
11
-check the most log2(Sβ/S2min) significant bits in index and store into the
12
corresponding node in the β-th level;
13
14 if (all nodes in the start-th level are full)
if ( complementary sets’s conflicts are not required in the (start+1)-th level)
15
-Sstart = Sstart+1;
16
else
17
-Sstart=S2min;
18
19 END_m;

Figure 3-6. Tree-assisted stack processing acceleration algorithm.
Since only one tree is built and the tree’s contents are cleared for every 𝑇 and 𝐵,

the storage space required by the tree is minimal as compared to the stack structures.
Array-assisted acceleration
Stack processing for 𝑇 is limited to only evaluating the stack addresses before

𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] except during occupied blank labeling for the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario. In this scenario,

additional stack processing after 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is required if 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is not the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ (MRU order)

block in the L2 set. Since this additional stack processing may be required for all

possible 𝑆 2 , we propose array-assisted acceleration for this additional stack processing.
An array Γ, whose size (number of elements) is dictated by the maximum L2

2
associativity 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥
, records additional conflicts in the stack after 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ]. Each element
P

stores the information for one conflict using the same format as the tree structure
nodes.
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Figure 3-7 depicts the array-assisted stack processing acceleration algorithm.
When 𝑇 results in an L1 miss for a particular L1 configuration, Γ’s contents are cleared
(line 3) and all possible L2 configurations for all combinations of 𝑆 2 and 𝑊 2 are
analyzed by the compare-exclude operation (lines 4-6). If there is a hit in an L2

configuration and 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] is not the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block in the L2 set, additional stack processing
is required to determine and label the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block (line 7). If Γ is empty, this L2

configuration is the first configuration to require the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block and stack processing
determines the additional conflicts after 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] for 𝑆 2 , and records these additional

conflicts in Γ (lines 8-11). If Γ is not empty, one of two situations occurs. 1) If the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ

block is first required for that particular 𝑆 2 (lines 13-18), the additional conflicts can be

obtained by evaluating Γ’s elements (line 14) since Γ already stores the conflicts for the
previously processed smaller 𝑆 2 and contains the first several conflicts for larger 𝑆 2
(according to the set refinement property). If the conflicts determined in Γ are not

enough to determine the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block for the new 𝑆 2 , additional stack processing

continually evaluates the stack addresses until the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block is determined (lines 15-

16), and all additional conflicts for the new 𝑆 2 will replace Γ’s contents (lines 17-18). 2) If

the additional conflicts for that particular 𝑆 2 with previously processed larger 𝑊 2 were

determined and stored in Γ, the 𝑊 2 -𝑡ℎ block for smaller 𝑊 2 can be directly determined
in Γ (lines 19-20).

Since Γ′𝑠 contents are updated for each 𝑇 with each specific cache configuration,

only one array is required and the storage overhead for array-assisted acceleration is
negligible as compared to the stack structures.
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

For processed T with certain B, S1, W1:
-L1 analysis;
if (L1 miss)
-clear Γ;
for (S2=S2min; S2<=S2max; S2·2)
for (W2=W2max;W2>=1; W2/2)
-L2 analysis;
if (W2-th block in L2 is required)
if (Γ is NULL)
-stack processing for additional conflicts with S2 until the
W2-th block is determined;
-store all searched additional conflicts in Γ;
else
if (the W2-th block is firstly required for the certain S2)
-evaluate conflicts in Γ for S2;
-continue stack processing to determine the W2-th
block if the conflicts searched in Γ is not enough;
-replace Γ contents with all obtained additional
conflicts for S2;
else
-determine the W2-th block in Γ directly;

Figure 3-7. Array-assisted stack processing acceleration algorithm.
Experimental Results and Analysis
We verified T-SPaCS using the fifteen benchmarks from EEMBC benchmark
suite [20], five arbitrarily selected benchmarks from the Powerstone benchmark suite
[49], and four arbitrarily selected benchmarks from the MediaBench benchmark suite
[46]. We gathered the access trace for each benchmark by modifying “sim-cache” in
SimpleScalar 3.0d [10] and these traces served as input to T-SPaCS. For comparison,
we modified the widely-used trace-driven cache simulator Dinero IV [18] to simulate
both two-level exclusive instruction and data caches, respectively, for each benchmark.
We used the same design space for the two-level configurable cache hierarchy
as in [30]. The design space consisted of 243 configurations by varying (in increments
of powers of 2) the L1 size from 2 to 8 Kbytes, the L2 size from 16 to 64 Kbytes, the L1
and L2 associativities from direct-mapped to 4-way, and the cache block size from 16 to
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64 bytes. We note that we selected this design space for comparison convenience and
T-SPaCS itself does not impose any restriction on the configurable cache parameters,
and is thus valid for any design space.
In order to determine T-SPaCS’s accuracy and efficiency, we gathered the cache
miss rates for all 243 configurations using the modified Dinero, which produces exact
results, and T-SPaCS, then evaluated the margin of errors in T-SPaCS with respect to
the exact miss rate and the optimal (lowest) energy cache.
Miss Rate Accuracy
We compared the miss rates determined by T-SPaCS with the exact miss rates
determined by the modified Dinero for each benchmark. The results showed that for
both instruction and data caches, T-SPaCS’s L1 miss rates were 100% accurate for all
configurations and the L2 miss rates were 100% accurate for 240 out of 243
configurations, which accounts for 99% of the design space. For each benchmark, we
calculated the average and standard deviation of miss rate errors across the three
inaccurate cache configurations. For the instruction cache, across all benchmarks, the
maximum values for the average and standard deviation of miss rate errors were 1.16%
and 0.64%, respectively. For the data cache, across all benchmarks, the maximum
values for the average and standard deviation of miss rate errors were 0.69% and
0.32%, respectively. Since inaccurate miss rates result in inaccurate write-back rates in
the data cache, the maximum values for the average and standard deviation of writeback rate errors across all benchmarks were only 0.15% and 0.07%, respectively.
For the three inaccurate configurations, multiple L1 sets in one affinity group
corresponded to one L2 set (i.e., scenario 𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 ). In this scenario, the eviction order
of blocks from the different L1 sets to the same L2 set does not follow the memory
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access order and the blocks in the L2 set are disordered. When we determine the
conflicts of 𝑇 in L2, only the blocks that are evicted into L2 after 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ] affect 𝐾𝑖 [ℎ]’s

eviction from L2. Since the stack structure only records the latest memory access order,
the historical eviction order of the blocks from multiple L1 sets to the same L2 set
cannot be obtained from the stack. Therefore, the blocks in {𝛿} generated by the

compare-exclude operation are not guaranteed to be the blocks present in the L2 set.
However, inaccurate {𝛿} does not necessarily produce an incorrect cache hit/miss
classification since a cache miss is determined when |𝛿| >= 𝑊 2 . Only when the

inaccurate |𝛿|’s error is larger than the difference between 𝑊 2 and accurate |𝛿|, the

cache hit/miss classification will be affected. Our experimental results showed that the
effect of errors in |𝛿| on miss rate estimation was nominal.
Optimal Cache Configurations

Since low energy/power consumption is a critical optimization for both embedded
systems and desktop computers, we evaluated T-SPaCS’s ability to determine the
optimal (lowest energy) cache configuration. From expending a two-level inclusive
cache hierarchy energy model [30] to include evicted block write energy, Figure 3-8
depicts the energy model that we used to determine the energy consumption for each
cache configuration.
We used T-SPaCS and modified Dinero for a two-level exclusive cache to
determine L1_accesses, L1_misses, L2_hits, L2_misses, L1_evicts, and write-backs.
We obtained dynamic cache and memory read/write energy using CACTI 6.5 [11] for
0.09-micron technology and the cache static energy consumption accounted for 20% of
the total cache energy [30]. We assumed the CPU_stall_energy to be 20% [30] of a
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0.09-micron ARM1156 microprocessor [5], and estimated bandwidth and latency based
on a reasonable system architecture: an L2 fetch is 4 times longer than an L1 fetch; a
main memory fetch is 20 times longer than an L2 fetch; and the memory throughput is
50% of the latency [30].

total_energy = static_energy + dynamic_energy
dynamic_energy = L1_dynamic_energy + L2_dynamic_energy + offchip_access_energy +
(miss_cycles ∙ CPU_stall_energy)
L1_dynamic_energy = L1_accesses ∙ L1_per_read_energy
L2_dynamic_energy = (L2_hits ∙ L2_per_read_energy) + (L2_misses ∙
L2_per_tag_read_energy) + (L1_evicts ∙ L2_per_write_energy)
offchip_access_energy = L2_misses ∙ memory_per_read_energy + write-backs ∙
memory_per_write_energy
miss_cycles = L1_miss_cycles + L2_miss_cycles
L1_miss_cycles = L1_misses ∙ L1_miss_latency + (L1_misses ∙ blocksize∙ L1_bandwidth)
L2_miss_cycles = L2_misses ∙ L2_miss_latency + (L2_misses ∙ blocksize∙ L2_bandwidth)
static_energy = total_cycles ∙ static_energy_per_cycle
static_energy_per_cycle = energy_per_Kbyte ∙ cache_size_in_Kbytes
energy_per_Kbyte =((dynamic_energy_of_base_cache)*20%) / base_cache_size_in_Kbytes

Figure 3-8. Energy model for energy consumption measurement
We applied this energy model to the miss rates determined by T-SPaCS and the
exact miss rates determined by the modified Dinero. The calculated results showed that
the optimal cache configurations determined by T-SPaCS were exactly the same as
those determined by Dinero for all benchmarks. Table 2-1 shows the optimal instruction
and data cache configurations for each benchmark. Despite incorrect miss rates for the
three configurations where 𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 , the errors were too small to affect the determined
optimal cache configurations. Considering that the number of configurations with

𝑆 1 > 𝑆 2 generally occupies a small percentage (3 out of 243 (1%) in our experiment) of
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the design space since caches’ sizes are technically limited by 𝑍1 < 𝑍 2 , and the

introduced errors do not affect the determined optimal cache configuration, there is no
need to eliminate the small miss rate errors since doing so would significantly increase
the simulation time.
Table 2-1. Optimal instruction and data cache configurations (L1 and L2 configurations
for instruction caches and data caches (separated with semicolon) are listed
as the total size in kbytes (kB) followed by the block size in bytes (B) followed
by the associativity in ways (W))
Optimal instruction cache
Optimal data cache
Benchmarks
configurations
configurations
bcnt
2kB_64B_1W;16kB_64B_4W
2kB_64B_1W;16kB_64B_4W
bilv
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_2W
2kB_64B_1W;16kB_64B_4W
blit
2kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_2W
8kB_32B_4W;16kB_32B_2W
brev
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
2kB_64B_1W;16kB_64B_1W
fir
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_2W
2kB_64B_1W;16kB_64B_1W
A2TIME01
8kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
AIFFTR01
2kB_32B_2W;32kB_32B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_2W
AIFIRF01
4kB_32B_4W;16kB_32B_4W
2kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
AIIFFT01
2kB_32B_2W;32kB_32B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_4W
BaseFP01
4kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_4W
4kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_1W
BITMNP01
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
CACHEB01
8kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
8kB_32B_4W;16kB_32B_4W
CANRDR01
4kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
IDCTRN01
8kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_2W
IIRFLT01
8kB_32B_1W;16kB_32B_4W
2kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
PNTRCH01
2kB_32B_1W;16kB_32B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
PUWMOD01
4kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
2kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
RSPEED01
4kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
4kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_1W
TBLOOK01
4kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_4W
8kB_64B_2W;16kB_64B_4W
TTSPRK01
8kB_16B_4W;16kB_16B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;16kB_64B_4W
epic
2kB_32B_2W;32kB_32B_4W
8kB_64B_2W;64kB_64B_1W
jpegencode
8kB_64B_4W;32kB_64B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_1W
mpeg2decode 4kB_16B_4W;32kB_16B_4W
8kB_64B_4W;64kB_64B_4W
pegwitencode 8kB_32B_1W;16kB_32B_4W
8kB_16B_2W;64kB_16B_4W
Figure 3-9 depicts the normalized energy savings for the optimal cache
configurations compared to a base cache configuration for each benchmark. The base
cache configuration represents a configuration that may be commonly found on a
platform intended to run benchmarks similar to those we studied. The base cache
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configuration was an 8 Kbyte L1 cache with a 32-byte block size and 4-way set
associativity and a 64 Kbyte L2 cache with a 32-byte block size and 4-way set
associativity. Figure 3-9 shows average and maximum energy savings of 22% and 46%,
respectively, for instruction caches, and average and maximum energy savings of 26%
and 48%, respectively, for data caches.
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Figure 3-9. Energy savings for the optimal instruction and data cache configurations
normalized to the base cache configuration.
To further corroborate the significance of two-level cache configuration over
single-level cache configuration in embedded systems intended for low-power, we
compared the energy savings using the two-level optimal cache configurations with the
energy savings using single-level optimal cache configurations. The single-level
configurable cache design space consisted of the same L1 configurations as in the twolevel configurable cache. We determined the optimal single-level cache configurations
using an exhaustive search. Figure 3-10 depicts the energy consumption of the twolevel optimal cache configurations normalized to the energy consumption of the singlelevel optimal cache configurations. The results indicate that for instruction caches, 6 of
the 24 benchmarks consumed less energy using a single-level cache as compared to a
two-level cache, while the remaining 18 benchmarks showed increased energy savings
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using two-level caches; for data caches, 16 of the 24 benchmarks presented increased
energy savings using two-level caches. On average, over all benchmarks, the two-level
optimal instruction caches consumed 28% less energy than the single-level optimal
instruction caches, and the two-level optimal data caches consumed 22% less energy
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Figure 3-10. Energy consumption of the two-level optimal cache configurations
normalized to the energy consumption of the single-level optimal cache
configurations.
Simulation Time Efficiency
To illustrate T-SPaCS’s efficiency, we compared the simulation time required for
T-SPaCS to simultaneously evaluate all 243 configurations with the simulation time
required to sequentially simulate all 243 configurations with the modified Dinero. We
tabulated the user time reported from the Linux time command for the simulations
running on a Red Hat Linux Server v5.2 with a 2.66 GHz processor and 4 gigabytes of
RAM.
To verify the speedup improvement obtained using our acceleration strategies,
we simulated the benchmarks using two T-SPaCS versions: T-SPaCS without
acceleration and T-SPaCS with acceleration.
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The actual simulation times for evaluating all 243 instruction cache configurations
for a single benchmark ranged from 9.2 to 419.5 minutes for Dinero, 41 to 1,409
seconds for T-SPaCS without acceleration, and 24 to 1,108 seconds for T-SPaCS with
acceleration. For all simulators, the benchmarks that required the most and least
simulation times were blit and BaseFP01, respectively. Figure 3-11 shows the simulation
speedups as compared to the modified Dinero for instruction caches. T-SPaCS with
acceleration (second bar) achieved maximum and average speedups of 25.42X and
21.02X, respectively, which improved the speedup of T-SPaCS without acceleration
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Figure 3-11. Simulation time speedup of T-SPaCS without acceleration, T-SPaCS, and
simplified-T-SPaCS compared to the modified Dinero for instruction caches.
The actual simulation times for evaluating all 243 data cache configurations for a
single benchmark ranged from 14.6 to 804.3 minutes for Dinero, 22 to 1,774 seconds
for T-SPaCS without acceleration, and 19 to 1,499 seconds for T-SPaCS with
acceleration. For all simulators, the benchmark that required the most simulation time
was blit and the benchmark that required the least simulation time was jpegencode for
Dinero and TBLOOK01 for both versions of T-SPaCS. Figure 3-12 shows the simulation
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speedups for data caches. T-SPaCS with acceleration (second bar) acquired maximum
and average speedups of 46.8X and 33.34X, respectively, which reduced the simulation
time by 6.52X and 2.07X as compared to T-SPaCS without acceleration (first bar),
respectively. We note that two benchmarks in Figure 3-12 did not show acceleration
improvement, which was due to the fact that our acceleration strategies reduced the
simulation time using the set refinement property. The conflict determinations are
omitted for the larger 𝑆 if the stack address is not a conflict for a small 𝑆. Thus, in a rare
case that a large amount of stack addresses are the conflicts for most 𝑆 in the design

space, there will be no significant speedup obtained by using our acceleration strategy.
Due to the processing overhead introduced by acceleration, the total simulation time
with acceleration can be longer than the simulation time without acceleration.
To avoid the miss rate error introduced during the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario, we

supplemented the compare-exclude operation with occupied blank labeling for each L2
hit. Experiments revealed that occupied blank labeling accounted for a large portion of
T-SPaCS’s simulation time even when leveraging the array-assisted acceleration.
Therefore, we evaluated a simplified version of T-SPaCS (simplified-T-SPaCS) by
removing occupied blank labeling. The measured simulation times for evaluating all 243
configurations for a single benchmark using simplified-T-SPaCS ranged from 18
(BaseFP01) to 873 (blit) seconds for the instruction caches and from 16 (TBLOOK01) to
1,254 (blit) seconds for the data caches. Figure 3-11 shows the simulation time
speedups obtained by simplified-T-SPaCS for each benchmark (third bar) as compared
to the modified Dinero for instruction caches. Simplified-T-SPaCS’s maximum and
average speedups were increased to 33.92X and 30.15X, respectively. Figure 3-12
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depicts the simulation time speedups of simplified-T-SPaCS (third bar) for data caches,
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Figure 3-12. Simulation time speedup of T-SPaCS without acceleration, T-SPaCS, and
simplified-T-SPaCS compared to the modified Dinero for data caches.
The tradeoff for the increased simulation speedups of simplified-T-SPaCS is
additional L2 miss rate errors for the 228 configurations where 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 . In order to

quantify the degradation in the miss rate accuracy without occupied blank labeling, we
counted the number of occurrences of occupied blanks and the number of inaccurate L2
hit/miss classifications without labeling the occupied blanks. Averaged across all
benchmarks, occupied blanks accounted for 92% of the L2 hits (only L2 hits introduce
occupied blanks) for instruction caches and 90% of the L2 hits for data caches.
However, the average number of L2 hit/miss classifications corrected by occupied blank
labeling was only 0.47% of the occurrences of occupied blanks for instruction caches
and 0.52% for data caches. We further calculated the average and standard deviation of
miss rate errors across the 228 inaccurate cache configurations for each benchmark.
Across all benchmarks, the maximum values of the average and standard deviation of
miss rate errors were 0.71% and 0.90%, respectively, for instruction caches. For data
caches, the maximum values of the average and standard deviation of miss rate errors
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were 1.02% and 1.65%, respectively. We also examined the maximum values for the
average and standard deviation of write-back rate errors across all benchmarks, which
were 0.13% and 0.14%, respectively. Furthermore, we determined the optimal cache
configurations using simplified-T-SPaCS. Results revealed that even with the inaccurate
miss rates, simplified-T-SPaCS produced identical optimal configurations as those
determined using the exact miss rates for both instruction and data caches.
Therefore, simplified-T-SPaCS is an ideal choice for cache configuration due to
simplified-T-SPaCS’s competitively fast simulation time and accurate optimal
configuration determination. Alternatively, T-SPaCS is suitable in situations that require
more accurate cache miss rate estimation (e.g., performance analysis) while still
providing simulation speedup.
Comparison with TCaT
To further verify T-SPaCS’s and simplified-T-SPaCS’s efficiency, we compared to
a state-of-the-art two-level cache tuner, TCaT [27]. TCaT is an efficient heuristic that
determines the optimal energy cache configuration using an interlaced exploration
methodology. Since TCaT sequentially simulates the design space using SimpleScalar’s
[10] “sim-cache” [27], we modified “sim-cache” to simulate a two-level exclusive cache.
Even though TCaT sequentially simulates the cache configurations, TCaT only
simulates 6.5% of the configurations on average and can thus determine the optimal
energy cache configuration quickly. Figure 3-13 shows the simulation time speedup of
T-SPaCS (first bar) and simplified-T-SPaCS (second bar) as compared to TCaT for
instruction caches. The results indicated that T-SPaCS required more simulation time
than TCaT for all the 24 benchmarks. For simplified-T-SPaCS, results revealed that 12
benchmarks required less simulation time than TCaT. There was a maximum speedup
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of 1.22X, and the average simulation time of simplified-T-SPaCS was approximately
equal to TCaT. Figure 3-14 shows the simulation time speedup obtained by T-SPaCS
(first bar) and simplified-T-SPaCS (second bar) as compared to TCaT for data caches.
The results revealed that T-SPaCS simulated 22 benchmarks faster than TCaT, and
simplified-T-SPaCS simulated all 24 benchmarks faster than TCaT. The average
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Figure 3-13. Simulation time speedup of T-SPaCS and simplified-T-SPaCS compared to
TCaT for instruction caches.
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Figure 3-14. Simulation time speedup of T-SPaCS and simplified-T-SPaCS as
compared to TCaT for data caches.
Even though TCaT is generally faster than T-SPaCS, since TCaT is an inexact
heuristic, TCaT trades off fast simulation time for reduced accuracy and TCaT is unable
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to determine the optimal energy cache configuration for all benchmarks. We refer to the
cache configuration determined by TCaT as TCaT’s configuration, which may be
suboptimum. Figure 3-15 compares the normalized (normalize to the base cache)
energy savings between the optimal cache configurations (first bar) and TCaT’s
configurations (second bar) for instruction caches. For four benchmarks, TCaT’s
configurations were the same as the optimal cache configurations. TCaT’s
configurations consumed 24% more energy than the optimal cache configurations in the
worst case, and the average degradation in energy saving for TCaT’s configurations
across all the 24 benchmarks was 4%. Figure 3-16 provides the normalized energy
savings between the optimal cache configurations (first bar) and TCaT’s configurations
(second bar) for data caches. TCaT’s configurations were the same as the optimal
cache configurations for ten benchmarks. However, in the worst case, TCaT’s
configuration consumed 47% more energy than the optimal cache configuration, and
the average degradation in energy saving for TCaT’s configurations across all the 24
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Figure 3-15. The comparison of the normalized energy savings between the optimal
cache configurations and TCaT’s configurations for instruction caches.
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Figure 3-16. The comparison of normalized energy savings between the optimal cache
configurations and TCaT’s configurations for data caches.
These results suggest that TCaT is less effective than originally reported in [27].
To explain this discrepancy, we point out that TCaT was originally designed for a twolevel inclusive cache and the adaptation to an exclusive cache hierarchy explains the
relatively poor performance. Therefore, despite T-SPaCS’s generally longer simulation
time and simplified-T-SPaCS’s similar or slightly better simulation time as compared to
TCaT, T-SPaCS and simplified-T-SPaCS estimate the miss rates for all cache
configurations in the design space accurately enough to determine the optimal cache
configuration.
Summary
In this chapter, we presented T-SPaCS – a Two-level Single-Pass trace-driven
Cache Simulation methodology for exclusive instruction and data cache hierarchies by
using a stack-based algorithm to simulate both the level one and level two caches
simultaneously. T-SPaCS reduces the storage and time complexity required for
simulating two-level caches as compared to direct adaptation of existing single-pass
cache simulation methods to two level caches using sequential simulation. T-SPaCS
produces 100% accurate results for 99% of the design space, and the average
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simulation time speedups compared to sequential simulation time for instruction and
data caches are 21.02X and 33.34X, respectively. A simplified version of T-SPaCS
(simplified-T-SPaCS) increases the average simulation speedup to 30.15X for
instruction caches and 41.31X for data caches, at the expense of inaccurate miss rates
for 95% of the design space. However, even with these miss rate errors, both T-SPaCS
and simplified-T-SPaCS are still able to accurately determine the optimal energy
configuration for all studied benchmarks, thereby facilitating rapid design space
exploration for cache configuration.
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CHAPTER 4
U-SPACS – A SINGLE-PASS CACHE SIMULATION METHODOLOGY FOR TWOLEVEL UNIFIED CACHES
In Chapter 3, we presented T-SPaCS for the two-level single-pass trace-driven
cache simulation for instruction caches and data caches. T-SPaCS leverages an
exclusive cache hierarchy’s characteristics to simultaneously evaluate both L1 and L2
cache using only the complete (un-filtered) access trace in a single processing pass,
thereby efficiently and accurately determining the optimal cache configuration. However,
T-SPaCS’s methodology is not applicable to a two-level cache hierarchy with a unified
second-level cache (referred to as a two-level unified cache herein) due to the
interlacing of the L1 instruction and data cache misses, which precludes independent
processing of the data and instruction access traces. The relative access ordering of the
L1 caches’ misses to the L2 cache must be maintained, which cannot be captured with
T-SPaCS’s data structures and algorithms.
In this chapter, we will present our design of two-level Unified Single-Pass Cache
Simulation methodology—U-SPaCS. The broadening of the ability to simulate two-level
unified caches introduces several processing challenges. First, unlike a two-level
instruction/data cache, which includes only one L1 cache and one L2 cache both storing
instructions/data only, in a two-level unified cache, both the L1 instruction and data
caches share the L2 unified cache. Thus, all three of these caches cannot logically be
considered as one combined cache and U-SPaCS cannot directly leverage the
compare-exclude operations developed in T-SPaCS to derive the L2 cache
performance. Second, since the L2 cache stores the blocks evicted from both the L1
instruction and data caches and the storage of both caches’ evicted blocks are
interlaced into the L2 cache, the instruction and data address processing cannot be
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isolated. This interdependency precludes the use of T-SPaCS to individually process
the instruction and data addresses since during the processing of the instruction (or
data) addresses, an interlaced data (or instruction) address stored in the L2 cache may
affect the instruction (or data) address’s L2 hit/miss. Third, the relative access ordering
(interlacing) of the cache blocks evicted from the two L1 caches into the L2 cache is
critical for L2 cache analysis. Different L1 cache configurations generate different
relative L1 cache eviction orderings to the L2 cache. If there are M L1 instruction cache
configurations and N L1 data cache configurations, the blocks evicted from the two L1
caches to the L2 cache have MN unique eviction orderings. Therefore, efficiently
maintaining and processing a potentially large number of unique eviction orderings for
large L1 cache design spaces is very challenging.
In U-SPaCS, we leverage an exclusive cache hierarchy as T-SPaCS due to the
inherent fast runtime complexities afforded in single-pass exclusive cache simulation.
Single-Pass Cache Simulation Methodology for Two-level Unified Caches—USPaCS
Overview
U-SPaCS’s target cache architecture is a two-level exclusive unified cache
consisting of configurable L1 instruction and data caches and a configurable L2 unified
cache, each with independently configurable total size, block size, and associativity.
The L1 caches use the least recently used (LRU) replacement policy and the L2 cache
uses a first-in-first-out (FIFO)-like replacement policy.
The cache hierarchy configuration design space essentially contains all
combinations of the three caches’ configurable parameter values. However, due to the
disjoint cache contents in an exclusive cache hierarchy, all the three caches must be
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configured with the same block size. We denote the L1 instruction cache configuration
as 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝐵), where 𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, and 𝐵 represent the number of
cache sets, associativity, and the block size, respectively. The L1 data cache and L2
cache configurations are similarly denoted as 𝑐1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑆 1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑊 1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝐵) and

𝑐 2 (𝑆 2 , 𝑊 2 , 𝐵), respectively, and the cache hierarchy configuration is denoted as

𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟(𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝑐 1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑐 2 ). Each cache parameter’s minimum and maximum values are
denoted by the subscripts “min” and “max”, respectively, and the parameter values

increase by powers of two. We use cardinality |X| to denote the number of different
values for a cache parameter X.
U-SPaCS simultaneously evaluates the cache hierarchy configurations with
varying total size, block size, and associativity. For each cache hierarchy configuration,
U-SPaCS outputs each cache’s (i.e., the L1 instruction and data caches and the L2
cache) number of misses and the L2 cache’s number of write-backs (there is no writeback in the L1 caches since the L1 caches propagate (evict) the dirty blocks to the L2
cache instead of directly writing these blocks back to main memory). Cache
configuration combines these outputs with a performance/energy model (e.g., [30]) to
determine the optimal hierarchy configuration.
�⃗ and evaluates each
U-SPaCS sequentially processes the time-ordered trace 𝑇

processed trace address 𝑇 as a cache hit/miss for each cache hierarchy configuration
by determining the number of conflicts in the L1 and L2 caches. U-SPaCS is a stackbased trace-driven cache simulator and maintains separate stack structures for the
instruction and data addresses. For each cache block size 𝐵, U-SPaCS processes the

trace address and records the time ordered sequence of unique instruction/data block
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addresses that map to the same cache set for the minimum number of sets into one
1
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 and
instruction/data stack. The total number of required stacks for each 𝐵 is 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
R

1
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 for the instruction and data stacks, respectively. The instruction stacks are
R

differentiated from each other using the set index for the minimum number of sets,

1
which is denoted by 𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 (0 ≤ 𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡). We denote the instruction stack for

������������⃗
the corresponding 𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 as 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 , and 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚] denotes the 𝑚 -th block address in the
stack, where 𝑚 = 1 denotes the stack’s top. The data stacks are similarly differentiated.
Since the processing of each trace address for each block size is the same, we

discuss U-SPaCS’s processing for an arbitrary trace address 𝑇 and an arbitrary block
size 𝐵. Additionally, since the processing of an instruction and data address is the

same, except for the dirty status and write-backs for data address writes, without loss of
generality, we describe U-SPaCS’s instruction address processing first and discuss
additional data address processing operation details thereafter.
Figure 4-1 depicts an overview of U-SPaCS’s operation. A single execution of the
application (using any arbitrary method such as an instruction set simulator) generates
the time-ordered access trace of instruction and data addresses, including an additional
read/write designation for each data address. As is the case in most offline cache
performance analysis techniques, we assume an in-order processor, in which the
relative orders of instruction and data addresses in the access trace do not change with
different cache configurations. U-SPaCS sequentially processes the trace addresses.
Given a particular 𝐵, we have the block address 𝐴 of a processed instruction address 𝑇
and 𝐴’s set index 𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 for the minimum number of sets for the L1 instruction, which
1
������������⃗
indicates the stack 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 , from which the instruction conflicts for all possible 𝑆 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡
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(denoted as 𝜉(𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡)) and 𝑆 2 (denoted as 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡)) are determined. Similarly, 𝐴’s set
index 𝑖_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 indicates the stack �������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 , from which the data conflicts for all possible 𝑆 2

(denoted as 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎)) are determined (since 𝑇 is an instruction address, the data
conflicts are only required when analyzing the L2 cache).
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Figure 4-1. Overview of U-SPaCS’s operation. U-SPaCS sequentially processes the
access trace and outputs the number of cache misses and write-backs for all
cache hierarchy configurations.
When processing 𝑇, U-SPaCS first scans ������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 for 𝐴 to determine if 𝐴 was

fetched previously. If 𝐴 is not located in ������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 , 𝐴 is being fetched into the cache for the

first time and accessing 𝑇 results in a compulsory miss for all 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 and U-SPaCS

������������⃗
continues processing the next trace address. If 𝐴 is found in 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 as 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ], U-

SPaCS begins L1 analysis. L1 analysis evaluates the L1 cache conflicts for 𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 to

determine if 𝑇 is a hit/miss for each 𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡. For each 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 that results in an L1 cache
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miss, the 𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 is combined with all possible 𝑐 1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 and 𝑐 2 to form the 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟, which
will be analyzed for L2 hits/misses during L2 analysis. L2 analysis performs conflict

2
������������⃗
�������������⃗
evaluation using both 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 and 𝐾𝚤_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 for all possible 𝑆 . Next, for each evaluated

𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟, L2 analysis determines the L2 cache conflicts for 𝐴, which are the conflicts

evicted from the L1 instruction and data caches after 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s eviction from the L1

instruction cache. The number of L2 cache conflicts dictates whether 𝑇 is an L2 cache
������������⃗
hit/miss. After evaluating all 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 for 𝑇, the stack update process modifies 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 to

reflect T’s access. After processing all of the trace addresses, U-SPaCS outputs the

number of L1 instruction cache misses, L1 data cache misses, L2 unified cache misses,
and write-backs for all cache hierarchy configurations.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Since L1 analysis uses a
conventional stack-based algorithm for simulating set-associative caches [34] [70], we
refer the reader to Chapter 2 for the L1 analysis description. First, we present the
processing details for L2 analysis, and then the accelerated stack processing is
addressed. Next, the U-SPaCS’s algorithm for processing an instruction address is
summarized. Finally, the integrations of occupied blank labeling and write-back counting
for data addresses in U-SPaCS are described.
Second-level Unified Cache Analysis
If there is an L1 miss, L2 analysis is required. L2 analysis determines the number
of L2 cache conflicts 𝛿 for the processed instruction address 𝑇. Since the number of L2

conflicts |𝛿| dictates an L2 cache hit/miss for 𝑇, only the conflicts that contribute to 𝐴’s
eviction from the L2 cache set are counted into {𝛿}. Due to the FIFO-like L2 cache

replacement policy, {𝛿} is not only the instruction/data block addresses that maps to the
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same L2 cache set as 𝐴 (i.e. A’s conflicts for S2), but also the blocks that were evicted

from the L1 instruction/data caches after 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s eviction from the L1 instruction

cache. Therefore, L2 analysis includes two steps. In the first step, A’s conflicts for S2:
������������⃗
�������������⃗
𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) are determined from the stacks 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 and 𝐾𝚤_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 ,

respectively. In the second step, L2 analysis isolates the blocks that have been evicted
from the L1 caches (whose collections are referred to as {𝛿 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡}and {𝛿 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎}for the
instruction and data blocks, respectively) from 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) by excluding

the blocks that are still stored in the L1 caches. Thereafter, the L2 conflicts collection {𝛿}
is selected from the collection {𝛿 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡}∪{𝛿 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎}, whose constituting blocks’ eviction

times are later than 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s eviction time from the L1 cache. The following discusses
these two steps in detail.

Step One: The first step determines the instruction conflicts 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and the

data conflicts 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) all 𝑆 2 using conflict evaluation. However, the L1 cache eviction
P

order does not follow the address accessing order recorded in the stacks and any of the
stack addresses could be the L2 conflict. For example, a block 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚](𝑚 > ℎ) that

was accessed (stored into the stack) before 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s access could be evicted from the
L1 cache after 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s eviction from the L1 cache and thereby should be included in

L2 conflicts. This situation occurs when the block 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚](𝑚 > ℎ) and 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] map to

different L1 cache sets but the same L2 cache set. Therefore, step one must evaluate
������������⃗
�������������⃗
all stack addresses in 𝐾
𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 and 𝐾𝚤_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 for conflicts (this is in contrast to L1 analysis

where only the stack addresses stored on top of 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s stack location are evaluated
for conflicts).
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Step Two: Step two determines {𝛿} from 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎). Since the

conflicts for 𝑆 2 could include conflicts (block addresses) currently stored in the L1

caches, step two excludes (removes) the conflicts still stored in the L1 caches from
𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎), and the remaining conflicts, {𝛿 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡}and {𝛿 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎},

respectively, are the conflicts stored exclusively in the L2 cache. However, not all the
conflicts in {𝛿 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡}and {𝛿 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎} can be classified as 𝑇’s L2 conflicts since {𝛿} must

only be the conflicts that were evicted from the L1 caches after 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] was evicted
from the L1 instruction cache.

However, the blocks’ relative stack locations are not sufficient to determine the
blocks’ eviction orders since the stack only stores the blocks’ latest access and
maintains no previous access history. Therefore, each stack location includes an array
to explicitly record that block’s eviction time from the L1 cache. Each array element
corresponds to the eviction time for each L1 cache configuration and the array size is
equal to the associated cache’s (instruction or data) design space size. Each time that a
block is evicted from the L1 cache, the currently processed address’s trace order value
is added to the evicted block’s array to indicate the block’s eviction time. We begin
counting the trace order from “1” such that an eviction time array value of “0” indicates
that the block is currently stored in the L1 cache for the corresponding L1 cache
configuration.
If there is an L1 cache miss determined for T during the L1 analysis, the 𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡

-th L1 cache conflict, which is acquired from the instruction frame layer’s MRU ordering,
is the evicted block from the L1 cache after fetching 𝐴. Thus, 𝑇’s trace order is assigned
to the corresponding (dictated by the 𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) element in the eviction time array of the
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𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 -th L1 cache conflict. Since an eviction time value of “0” implies that the block is
located in the L1 cache, during the stack update process, all of the elements in the
eviction time array of the newly pushed address 𝐴 are cleared to “0”.

By maintaining the eviction time array, L2conf 𝛿 can be easily determined using

the eviction times of the conflicts in 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎). First, {𝛿 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡}and

{𝛿 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎} are derived from 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) by excluding the conflicts with an
eviction time value of “0”. Next, {𝛿} is determined by selecting the conflicts from

𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) with the condition that the conflict’s eviction time is larger

than the eviction time of 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ].
Accelerated Stack Processing

Since the stacks can be very large, the conflict evaluation in either L1 analysis or
L2 analysis is very time consuming. Same as the acceleration strategies used in TSPaCS, U-SPaCS evaluates each stack address for conflicts for all 𝑆 simultaneously
based on the set refinement property and stores the conflict information into layered

structures. The conflicts evaluated from instruction stack and data stack are stored into
the layered structure referred to as the instruction frame and data frame, respectively.
Each layer stores the conflict information for each 𝑆 in MRU (most recently used) order

to preserve the conflicts’ relative access order. The conflict information is recorded by a
pointer that points to the conflict’s stack location, which will be leveraged to quickly
locate the conflict.
Figure 4-2 depicts sample of instruction (A) and data frames (B) for a processed
address 𝑇 with block address 𝐴 = "100110110110" for an arbitrary 𝐵, and a design

1
2
1
2
space bounded by 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 4, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 64, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 16, and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 256. During L1
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analysis, The top five layers in the instruction frame are built to store 𝐴’s conflicts for all

𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 (the termination of the conflict evaluation for each 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚] is 𝑚 < ℎ). During L2
analysis, New layers to store the instruction conflicts for 𝑆 2 are added to the existing

1
2
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 to 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
) (conflict
instruction frame, which is correspondingly extended from 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
1
is less than 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, some
evaluation for the entire stack). Since in our example, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑆 overlap, thus the number of layers in the instruction frame is equal to |𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡| plus

|𝑆 2 | minus the overlapped number of 𝑆. The data frame, is built to store data conflicts
for each 𝑆 2 as well.

Process instruction block address A=(1001)10110110
Instruction frame

S1_inst

S2

S=4

10

S=8

110

S=16

0110

S=32

10110

Data frame

S2

S=16

0110

S=32

10110

S=64

110110

S=64

110110

S=128

0110110

S=128

0110110

S=256

10110110

S=256

10110110

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-2. Sample instruction and data frames. Each rectangle represents one layer
that stores the conflict information for 𝐴 for the layer’s corresponding 𝑆. The
conflict information is recorded using a pointer that points to the conflict’s
stack location. The number shown in the rectangle indicates the cache index
of the recorded conflicts in that layer.
U-SPaCS’s Processing Algorithm
In this section, we will summarize U-SPaCS’s processing algorithm for an
instruction trace address 𝑇 and a particular block size 𝐵. During each 𝑇’s processing, U-

SPaCS simply repeats this algorithm for each 𝐵.
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Figure 4-3 depicts U-SPaCS’s algorithm for processing an instruction address 𝑇

for a particular 𝐵. First, 𝐴, 𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, and 𝑖_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 are calculated (lines 1-3). Next, U-SPaCS
searches the stack ������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 to determine whether the block 𝐴 was accessed before (line

4). If there is no ℎ such that 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]is equal to 𝐴, accessing 𝑇 results in a compulsory
cache miss for all 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 (lines 5-6), 𝑇’s processing is finished (line 7), and the stack
update process pushes 𝐴 onto the top of ������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 (line 51). If there exists ℎ such that

𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] is equal to 𝐴, U-SPaCS begins L1 analysis and performs conflict evaluation for
1
2
the stack addresses 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚], where 0 < 𝑚 < ℎ, for all 𝑆 from 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 to 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
and

stores the conflict information into the corresponding layers (dictated by 𝑆) of the

instruction frame (lines 9-10). For each 𝑆 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡, the conflicts stored in the corresponding

layer of the instruction frame are all of the L1 cache conflicts (lines 11-12). Therefore, all
𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 with 𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 larger than the number of L1 cache conflicts result in an L1 cache

hit, and thereby, all the 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 with these 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 also result in an L1 cache hit (lines 13-

16). Otherwise, 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 results in an L1 cache miss and the 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 is recorded into an
L1 cache miss list for future reference (lines 17-19). Since 𝑇’s conflict cache miss
results in a block eviction after fetching 𝐴 into the L1 instruction cache, U-SPaCS

locates the evicted block (which is the 𝑊 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 -th L1 cache conflict according to the

MRU order) and set 𝑇’s trace access order to the value of the corresponding element
(dictated by 𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) in the evicted block’s eviction time array (lines 20-21).

As long as there is at least one L1 cache miss recorded in the L1 cache miss list,

U-SPaCS performs L2 analysis (line 22). L2 analysis continually evaluates the conflicts
for the stack addresses 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [𝑚], where 𝑚 > ℎ for all 𝑆 2 and stores the conflict
P

information in the corresponding layers (dictated by 𝑆 2 ) of the instruction frame. L2
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Process instruction address (T, B):
1 -A = T >> log2B;
2 -i_inst = A mod S1min_inst;
3 -i_data = A mod S1min_data;
4 -search for Ki_inst[h] that satisfying (Ki_inst[h]==A) in stack Ki_inst;
5 if (Ki_inst[h] is not searched)
6
-all c_hier results in a miss; // compulsory miss of T
7
-goto END_PROCESSING;
8 else
//L1 cache analysis
9
for (m = 1; m < h; m++)
10
-ConflictEvaluation (A, Ki_inst[m], S1min_inst, S2max);
11
for (S1_inst = S1min_inst, S1_inst<= S1max_inst; S1_inst*2)
12
-check the number of L1 cache conflicts recorded in corresponding layer (dictated by S1_inst) of the instruction frame;
13
for (W1_inst = W1min_inst, W1_inst <= W1max_inst; W1_inst*2)
14
if (W1_inst > the number of L1 cache conflicts)
15
-c1_inst(S1_inst, W1_inst, B) results in a L1 cache hit;
16
-each c_hier including the c1_inst results in an L1 cache hit;
17
else
18
-c1_inst(S1_inst, W1_inst, B) results in an L1 cache miss;
19
-record the c1_inst in a L1 cache miss list;
// set the eviction time for the L1 evicted block
20
-L1_eviction = the W1_inst-th L1 cache conflict, which is determined from the corresponding layer
(dictated by S1_inst) of the instruction frame;
21
-the corresponding element (dictated by c1_inst) in the eviction time array of L1_eviction = T’s trace order;
//L2 cache analysis
22
if (L1 cache miss list != NULL) // there is L1 cache misses
23
for (m > h; Ki_inst[m] !=NULL; m++)
24
-ConflictEvaluation (A, Ki_inst[m], S2min, S2max);
25
for (m = 1; Ki_data[m] !=NULL; m++)
26
-ConflictEvaluation (A, Ki_data[m], S2min, S2max);
27
for (S2 = S2min, S2<= S2max; S2*2)
28
-the conflicts recorded in the corresponding layer (dictated by S2) of the instruction frame form {ξ(S2_inst)};
29
-the conflicts recorded in the corresponding layer (dictated by S2) of the data frame form {ξ(S2_data)};
30
for (each c1_inst in the L1 cache miss list)
31
-A_EvictionTime = the eviction time array’s corresponding element (dictated by c1_inst) value of Ki_inst[h];
32
for (each ξ(S2_inst) in {ξ(S2_inst)})
33
-chk_EvictionTime = the eviction time array’s corresponding element (dictated by c1_inst) value of ξ(S2_inst);
34
if (chk_EvictionTime < A_EvictionTime)
35
-exclude the ξ(S2_inst) from the collection {ξ(S2_inst)};
36
-{δ} = {ξ(S2_inst)};
37
for (each c1_data)
38
for (each ξ(S2_data) in {ξ(S2_data)})
39
-chk_EvictionTime = the eviction time array’s corresponding element (dictated by c1_data) value of
ξ(S2_data);
40
if (chk_EvictionTime < A_EvictionTime)
41
-exclude the ξ(S2_data) from the collection {ξ(S2_data)};
42
-{δ} = {δ} U ξ(S2_data);
43
for (W2 = W2min, W2 <= W2max; W2*2)
44
if (W2 > |δ|)
45
-c_hier(c1_inst, c1_data, c2(S2, W2, B)) results in an L2 cache hit (and L1 cache miss);
46
else
47
-c_hier(c1_inst, c1_data, c2(S2, W2, B)) results in an L2 cache miss (and L1 cache miss);
48 END_PROCESSING:
//stack update process for T
49 if (Ki_inst[h] was searched)
50
-remove Ki_inst[h] from the stack Ki_inst;
51 -push A to the top of Ki_inst as Ki_inst[1];
52 -clear all the elements in Ki_inst[1]’s eviction time array to “0”;
53 -free the instruction frame and data frame;

Figure 4-3. U-SPaCS’s algorithm for an instruction address for a particular B.
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analysis similarly evaluates all stack addresses in �������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 for all 𝑆 2 and stores the

conflict information in the corresponding layers (dictated by 𝑆 2 ) of the data frame (lines
23-26). After conflict evaluation for both the instruction and data stacks, for each 𝑆 2 ,

the conflicts in the corresponding layer (dictated by 𝑆 2 ) in the instruction and data

frames form {𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡)} and {𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎)}, respectively (lines 28-29). For each 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡

that resulted in an L1 cache miss (line 30), all 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 that is composed of 𝑐1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 and all

combinations of every 𝑆 2 (line 27), 𝑐 1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (line 37), and 𝑊 2 (line 43) are analyzed for
P

P

L2 cache hits/misses. The sub-collection of all the instruction conflicts in {𝛿} is derived

from {𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡)} by excluding those 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡), whose eviction time array’s

corresponding element (dictated by 𝑐 1 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) value is less than (including the value “0”)

the value of 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ]’s (lines 31-36). Thereafter, the sub-collection of all the data

conflicts in {𝛿} is derived from {𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎)} in the same way, by comparing the eviction

time array’s corresponding element (dictated by 𝑐1 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) value of 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) and

𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] (lines 38-42). With the total number of derived |𝛿|, the 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 with different 𝑊 2

generates the L2 hit/miss results (lines 43-47). After L1 and L2 analysis, U-SPaCS

performs the stack update process for T, which removes 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] from the stack (lines
49-50) and pushes 𝐴 onto the top of ������������⃗
𝐾𝚤_𝚤𝑛𝑠𝑡 (line 51). All of the elements in the eviction
time array of the newly pushed stack address are cleared to “0” (line 52), and the
instruction and data frames built for 𝑇’s processing are freed/cleared (line 53).

Occupied Blank Labeling

Same as the 𝑆 1 < 𝑆 2 scenario in T-SPaCS, the special case of occupied blanks

(BLK) occurs and introduces incorrect L2 cache hit/miss classification in U-SPaCS.
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T-SPaCS’s results revealed that even though the BLK introduced an average
miss rate error of 0.71%, T-SPaCS still determined the optimal cache configurations for
all of the studied benchmarks and therefore, BLK labeling was not necessary. However,
since our experimental results revealed that the introduced miss rate error for a twolevel unified cache was as high as 20% and this error caused cache tuning to incorrectly
determine the optimal cache configuration, we integrate BLK labeling into U-SPaCS.
A bit-array associated with each stack address is used to label the BLK. The bitarray’s size is equal to the number of 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 with the same 𝐵. A ‘set’ bit in the array

denotes that a BLK follows the block for the corresponding 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟. If accessing 𝑇 results
in an L2 cache hit, and the evicted block from the L1 cache does not map to the same

L2 cache set as 𝑇, BLK label is set for the 𝑊 2 -th (MRU ordering) conflict in the L2 cache

determined by sorting the conflicts in 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) and 𝜉(𝑆 2 _𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) based on the conflicts’
eviction times. L2 analysis is augmented by including this BLK label examination. If

there is a ‘set’ label for any L2 cache conflict, 𝐾𝑖_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 [ℎ] has already been evicted from

the L2 cache, and thereby, accessing 𝑇 results in an L2 cache miss even though the
number of L2 cache conflicts is less than 𝑊 2 .

Write-back Counting

The processing for data and instruction addresses is essentially the same,
except that data address processing must consider the data write-backs. As in TSPaCS, assuming a write-back policy (the write-through policy requires no special
processing), we distinguish between writes that propagate to lower levels of cache
(write-backs of dirty blocks due to evictions) and writes that avoid propagation to lower
levels of cache. During L1/L2 analysis, U-SPaCS records the number of write-avoids to
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calculate the number of write-backs [66] where the number of write-backs is equal to the
total number of writes minus the number of write-avoids.
Each data stack address includes a bit-array to indicate the dirty status of the
block for all 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟. The bit-arrays’ size is equal to the number of 𝑐_ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑟 with the same
𝐵. During the stack update process, the maintenance of the dirty status of the stack

address is the same as in T-SPaCS, where the dirty status is dictated by an L2 hit/miss
for the corresponding cache configuration. In the L1/L2 analysis, if writing 𝑇 results in an
L1/L2 cache hit and 𝐾𝑖_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 [ℎ] is dirty, the write’s propagation to memory is avoided and
the number of write-avoids is incremented.

Experimental Results and Analysis
We verified the cache hierarchy miss and write-back rates outputted by USPaCS and examined U-SPaCS’s simulation time efficiency using the entire EEMBC
[20] benchmark suite, five arbitrarily selected benchmarks from Powerstone [49], and
four arbitrarily selected benchmarks from MediaBench [46] (due to incorrect execution,
we could not evaluate the complete Powerstone and MediaBench suites). We
generated the access traces using SimpleScalar’s [10] sim-cache module and
compared U-SPaCS with the widely-used trace-driven cache simulator Dinero IV [18].
We modified Dinero to simulate an exclusive cache hierarchy.
We leveraged the same configurable L1 instruction cache, L1 data cache, and L2
unified cache design space as in [30] ([30] showed that this design space provided an
appropriate variation in cache configurations for similar benchmarks). The L1 instruction
and data cache sizes ranged from 2 to 8 Kbytes, the L2 cache size ranged from 16 to
64 Kbytes, the L1/L2 cache associativities ranged from direct-mapped to 4-way, and the
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L1/L2 cache block sizes ranged from 16 to 64 bytes. Given this configurability and
considering the block size restriction, the total number of cache hierarchy configurations
was 2,187.
Accuracy Evaluation
We verified U-SPaCS’s accuracy by comparing U-SPaCS’s cache miss and
write-back rates with Dinero’s exact cache miss and write-back rates for each
benchmark. U-SPaCS’s miss rates for all of the caches and the write-back rates for the
L2 caches for all of the cache hierarchy configurations were 100% identical to Dinero’s.
Since U-SPaCS provides accurate results, cache tuning can always determine the
optimal cache configuration considering the application requirements and/or design
constraints.
Simulation Time Evaluation
Since we are the first to propose a single-pass trace-driven cache simulation for
two-level unified caches, there is no prior work to directly compare to. Therefore, we
quantified U-SPaCS’s simulation efficiency by comparing U-SPaCS’s total simulation
time to simultaneously evaluate the entire design space with the simulation time
required by the most widely-used trace-driven cache simulator, Dinero, to iteratively
evaluate the design space. We tabulated the user time reported from the Linux time
command for the simulations running on a Red Hat Linux Server version 5.2 with a 2.66
GHz processor and 4 gigabytes of RAM. Figure 4-4 depicts U-SPaCS’s simulation time
speedup as compared to Dinero. U-SPaCS’s simulation speedups reached as high as
72X, with an average speedup of 41X.
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Figure 4-4. U-SPaCS’s simulation time speedup as compared to Dinero.
Since the speedups varied significantly across different applications, we further
analyzed the results to determine the cause of this wide variation. The differentiating
factor between applications was the access trace length (number of addresses in the
access trace file). Figure 4-5 depicts the logarithmic-scaled simulation time (in seconds)
for Dinero and U-SPaCS, and logarithmic-scaled speedup of U-SPaCS as compared to
Dinero with respect to increasing access trace length (logarithmic-scaled). Each graph
point represents a benchmark such that vertically correlated points represent the
benchmarks’ performance for both simulation methods and the resulting speedup. The
results indicated that Dinero’s simulation time increased linearly as the access trace
increased due to Dinero’s constant simulation time for each trace address. U-SPaCS’s
simulation time does not strictly follow this linear increasing relationship because USPaCS’s simulation time also depends on the instruction and data stacks’ sizes and the
L1 caches’ miss rates. The stacks’ sizes dictate the complexity of the conflict evaluation
during L1 and L2 analysis. Furthermore, only L1 cache misses require L2 analysis,
which is lengthy as compared to L1 analysis. The combination of application-specific
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behavior and the cache hierarchy configuration dictates the stacks’ sizes and cache
miss rates, thus resulting in the observed speedup variations.
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Figure 4-5. The logarithmic-scaled simulation time (in seconds) for Dinero and USPaCS and the logarithmic scaled speedup attained by U-SPaCS as
compared to Dinero with respect to increasing access trace length.
Since U-SPaCS’s simulation time increased as the L1 cache miss rates and
stacks’ sizes increased, thereby decreasing U-SPaCS’s speedup, we evaluated the
relationship between the L1 cache miss rates and the stacks’ sizes with U-SPaCS’s
speedup. Figure 4-6 plots U-SPaCS’s speedup for each benchmark (graph point) with
respect to the product of the benchmarks’ average L1 miss rate and average stack size.
For each benchmark, the average L1 miss rate was the summation of the average L1
instruction/data cache miss rates, averaged across all L1 instruction/data cache
configurations, and weighted by the percentage of instruction/data accesses in the
access trace. Since the stacks’ sizes increase during U-SPaCS’s processing, we
recorded the corresponding stacks’ sizes for each trace address’ processing and
generated a histogram for all stack sizes. Based on the histogram, we calculated the
average stack size. The results in Figure 4-6 verified that the speedup generally
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decreased as the product of the average L1 cache miss rate and average stack size
increased. One outlying point, the bilv benchmark, did not match this decreasing
speedup trend due to a relatively higher average L1 cache miss rate as compared to the
neighboring graph points. This outlying point revealed that the L1 cache miss rate had a
larger impact on the speedup than the stack size. Therefore, we re-plotted U-SPaCS’s
speedup with respect to the product of the square of the average L1 cache miss rate
and average stack size in Figure 4-7. With a higher importance placed on the L1 cache
miss rate, all benchmark points follow the decreasing speedup trend.
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Figure 4-6. U-SPaCS’s speedup with respect to the product of the average L1 cache
miss rate and the average stack size.
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Figure 4-7. U-SPaCS’s speedup with respect to the product of the square of the
average L1 cache miss rate and the average stack size.
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Summary
In this chapter, we presented U-SPaCS, which is the first, to the best of our
knowledge, single-pass cache simulation methodology for two-level unified caches. USPaCS simultaneously evaluates all cache hierarchy configurations using a stackbased algorithm to store and evaluate uniquely accessed addresses with additionally
recorded per-block eviction time information. Experimental results indicated that USPaCS’s cache miss rates and write-backs were 100% accurate for all cache
configurations and the average simulation time speedup was 41X as compared to the
most widely-used trace-driven cache simulator.
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CHAPTER 5
CAPPS: CACHE PARTITIONING WITH PARTIAL SHARING FOR MULTI-CORE
SYSTEMS
In CMPs, shared resources are optimized to manage access contention from
multiple cores. Shared LLCs should be large enough to accommodate all sharing cores’
data, however, due to long access latencies and high power consumption, large LLCs
are typically precluded from embedded systems with strict area/energy/power
constraints. Therefore, optimizing small LLCs is significantly more challenging due to
contention for limited cache space.
CaPPS combines the benefits of private and shared partitioning and thereby can
reduce the shared cache contention and improve the poor cache utilization in private
partitioning. CaPPS controls each core’s cache utilization using sharing configuration,
which enables a core’s quota to be configured as private, partially shared with a subset
of cores, or fully shared with all other cores. Whereas CaPPS’s sharing configuration
increases the design space and thus increases optimization potential, this large design
space significantly increases design space exploration time.
Since using a CMP simulator to exhaustively simulate all configurations in
CaPPS’ design space is prohibitively lengthy for realistic applications (several months or
more), to facilitate fast design space exploration, we develop an offline analytical model
to quickly estimate cache miss rates for all configurations, which enables determining
LLC configurations for any optimization that evaluates the cache miss rates (e.g.,
performance, energy, energy delay product, power, etc.). The analytical model
probabilistically predicts the miss rates when multiple applications are co-executing
using the isolated cache access distribution for each application (i.e., the application is
run in isolation with no co-executing applications). This probabilistic prediction provides
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a fair and realistic offline method for evaluating any combination of co-executed
applications, which cannot be determined at design time for dynamically scheduled
systems.
Cache Partitioning With Partial Sharing (CAPPS)
To accommodate LLC requirements for multiple applications co-executing in
different cores on a CMP, CaPPS partitions the shared LLC at the way granularity and
leverages sharing configuration to allocate the partitions to each core’s quota. To
facilitate fast design space exploration, an analytical model estimates the cache miss
rates for the CaPPS configurations using the applications’ isolated LLC access traces.
We assume that each core executes a different application in an independent address
space, thus there is no shared instruction/data address or coherence management,
which is a common case in CMPs and is similar to assumptions made in prior works
[12] [21].
Architecture and Sharing Configurations
CaPPS’s sharing configurations enable a core’s quota to be configured as
private, partially shared by a subset of cores, or fully shared by all cores. Figure 3-5 (A)(C) illustrates sample configurations, respectively, for a 4-core CMP (C 1 to C 4 ) and an
8-way LLC: (A) each core’s quota has a configurable number of private ways; (B) C 1 ’s
quota has four ways, two are private and two are shared with C 2 , C 2 ’s quota contains
an additional private way, and C 3 ’s quota has three ways, one is private and two ways
are shared with C 4 ; and (C) all the four cores fully share all ways.
CaPPS uses the least recently used (LRU) replacement policy, but we note that
the analytical model can be extended to approximate cache miss rates for other
replacement policies, such as pseudo-LRU, but is beyond the scope of this work. To
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reduce the sharing configurability with no effect on cache performance and to minimize
contention, cores share an arbitrary number of ways starting with the LRU way, then
second LRU way, and so on since these ways are least likely to be accessed. This
pruning method intelligently removes the redundant sharing configurations that have
higher contention potential. For example, in Figure 3-5 (B) two of C 1 ’s ways are shared
with C 2 , therefore, C 1 ’s two most recently used (MRU) blocks are cached in C 1 ’s two
private ways, and the two LRU blocks are cached in the two ways shared with C 2 and
these two LRU blocks are the only replacement candidates for C 2 ’s accesses.
8-way LLC

8-way LLC
Shared by
C3 & C4

(B)

Private for C3

Shared by
C1 & C2

Private for C2

Private
for C1

Private for C4

Private
for C3

Private
for C2

Private
for C1

(A)

8-way LLC

Shared by all of
the four cores

(C)

Figure 5-1. Three sharing configurations: (A) a core’s quota is configured as private, (B)
partially shared with a subset of cores, or (C) fully shared with all other cores.
Prior works primarily used two hardware support approaches for cache
partitioning. One approach leveraged a modified LRU replacement policy [17] [43] [55]
[65] and selected replacement candidates based on the blocks’ MRU orderings and the
number of blocks occupied by each core. The other approach used column caching [14]
[43] [65] to globally control which ways a core’s data could be cached in (i.e., the ways
that contained candidate replacement blocks for a particular core). Neither approach
increased the cache access times since the new logic was only activated during a
cache miss and replacement block selection occurred in parallel with the miss fetch.
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Since both approaches are equally applicable to CaPPS, in the following subsections,
we detail how these approaches could be modified for CaPPS.
Modified LRU replacement policy
A conventional LRU cache associates a counter with each block to denote the
blocks’ MRU ordering in the cache set. To adapt this basic hardware for CaPPS, perblock core identification (ID) is required. For example, assume two cores, C 1 and C 2 ,
share 𝐾𝑆 number of ways in a CaPPS configuration, and each core has 𝐾𝑃,C1 and 𝐾𝑃,C2

number of private ways, respectively. On a cache hit, the blocks’ counters are updated
to indicate the new MRU ordering similarly to a conventional LRU cache. On a cache
miss, the number of blocks, 𝑂1 and 𝑂2, currently occupied by C 1 and C 2 , respectively, in
the set must be determined. If the C 1 caused the miss and there are unused/invalid

blocks in C 1 ’s private ways or in C 1 and C 2 ’s shared ways (which can be dictated by
validating (𝑂1 < 𝐾𝑃,C1 )|((𝑂1 + max (𝑂2 , 𝐾𝑃,C2 )) < (𝐾𝑃,C1 + 𝐾𝑃,C2 + 𝐾𝑆 ))), the new fetched

data can be cached into an unused/invalid block, otherwise a replacement block must

be selected. In C 1 and C 2 ’s occupied blocks, after excluding the private ways’ number
of MRU blocks (i.e., 𝐾𝑃,C1 and 𝐾𝑃,C2 , respectively), the replacement block is the LRU

block in the remaining blocks. A similar method determines the replacement block when
more than two cores share cache ways.
The additional hardware required to use this approach for CaPPS is the perblock core ID, which can be evaluated as log 2 (𝑁𝑐 ) bits per block, where 𝑁𝐶 is the total

number of cores. Additionally, when changing sharing configurations, all cache blocks
must be invalided and dirty blocks written back in the case of a write back cache, which
can induce additional cache misses, however, we point out that this overhead is
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required for any reconfigurable cache and is not an additional overhead for CaPPS as
compared to prior work.
Column caching
Column caching uses a per-core partition vector to globally control the cores’
candidate replacement ways for all cache sets. The partition vector is a bit vector where
the number of bits is equal to the cache associativity and a set bit ‘1’ denotes that the
bit’s associated way is assigned to that core. For example, if the cache associativity is
eight and a core’s partition vector is “00111001”, four ways are allocated to the core: the
third, fourth, fifth, and eighth ways. Cache fetches are the same as in a conventional
cache (i.e., all tags in the cache set are compared with the fetched block’s tag), thus the
partition vector does not increase the cache access time. On a cache miss, the
replacement block is selected from the core’s allocated ways as denoted by the core’s
associated partition vector.
Column caching introduces minimal hardware overhead since only per-core
partition vector are required and the vectors are globally used by all sets. Changing
sharing configurations requires new partition vector contents to be loaded, but unlike the
modified LRU replacement policy, cache block invalidation and dirty block write backs
are not required since all of the tags in the ways are compared with the fetched block.
On a cache miss, the replacement block is selected using the new partition vector, thus
column caching does not induce additional cache misses as compared to the modified
LRU replacement policy.
However, the conventional LRU cache implementation that uses counters to
denote the MRU orderings cannot be used in column caching. Column caching uses the
partition vectors to globally control which physical ways a core’s data is cached in for all
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cache sets. Since CaPPS’s sharing configurations restrict sharing from the LRU ways, a
simple counter-implemented LRU cache cannot used since the LRU blocks can be
stored in any physical way (dictated by the associated counter’s value) in different
cache sets and at different times. Thus, there is no physical way (which stores the LRU
blocks of a core in all cache sets) that can be shared with other cores, and thereby
globally controlled by a partition vector bit.
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Figure 5-2. Maintaining LRU information using a linked list for (A) a conventional LRU
cache and (B) a CaPPS’ sharing configuration where C 1 and C 2 ’s partition
vectors are “11101100” and “00011100”, respectively.
Instead of counters, linked lists can be used to denote the MRU orderings, and
prior works [24] [63] showed that linked lists used less hardware resources and afforded
faster cache access time as compared to counters for conventional LRU cache
implementation. In the linked list implementation, a cache set’s blocks are indexed and
the indexes of the blocks are separately maintained in a linked list. Figure 5-2 (A)
depicts a sample linked list for an 8-way cache, where the linked list registers D1
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through D8 store the blocks’ indexes. When a replacement is required, the index stored
in the LRU register (i.e., D8) indentifies the index of the way’s replacement block.
Instead of associating the partition vector bits with each physical cache way [14],
CaPPS can associate the partition vector bits with the linked list registers (i.e., the most
and least significant bits are associated with the head and tail registers of the linked list,
respectively). Thus, in a core’s partition vector, partial sharing enables other cores to
share ways starting from the right-most set bit’s associated linked list register, which
always stores the core’s LRU block’s index. For example, in an 8-way cache where two
cores, C 1 and C 2 , share two ways and C 1 has three private ways and C 2 has one
private way, C 1 and C 2 ’s partition vectors are “11101100” and “00011100”, respectively.
If a third core, C 3 , also shares ways with the two cores, and C 3 has two private ways,
the partition vectors for C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are “11100011”, “00010011”, and “00001111”,
respectively. Figure 5-2 (B) depicts the associated linked lists for C 1 and C 2 with
partition vectors “11101100” and “00011100”, respectively. Since each bit corresponds
to a linked list register, the blocks allocated to C 1 are the indexes stored in D1, D2, D3,
D5, and D6 and the blocks allocated to C 2 are the indexes stored in D4, D5, and D6,
where the shared D5 and D6 by the two cores indicates the LRU and second LRU
blocks for C 1 and C 2 .
The additional hardware overhead when comparing Figure 5-2 (A) with Figure 52 (B) is the data path from D3 to D5, which can be implemented by adding a bypass
transfer line with the linked list registers, as shown in Figure 5-3. The transfer lines and
the linked list registers’ outputs are connected using n-MOS switches. Therefore, the
bypass source and destination registers can be connected by turning on the registers’
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n-MOS switches. By carefully controlling the “on/off” status of the switches and the “load
enable” of linked list registers based on the partition vector’s bits’ values, the linked lists,
as in Figure 5-2 (B), can be easily maintained. For example, to maintain C 1 ’s linked list
in Figure 5-2 (B), the “load enable” of the registers associated with the ‘1’ bit values in
C 1 ’s partition vector (i.e., En 1 , En 2 , En 3 , En 5 , and En 6 ) are set as valid, and the
switches Sw 3 and Sw 4 are turned on to bypass the D4 register. To maintain C 2 ’s linked
list in Figure 5-2 (B), the “load enable” of the registers associated with the ‘1’ bit values
in C 2 ’s partition vector (i.e., En 4 , En 5 , and En 6 ) are set as valid. Since no bypass is
required, all the switches are “off”.
Since [24] provides the linked list implementation details for a conventional LRU
cache, these details are excluded from Figure 5-3, thus Figure 5-3 only depicts the
additional hardware required for CaPPS. The bypass transfer line and n-MOS switches
can be shared by all sets, therefore the additional hardware cost is minimal. The control
logic for the “load enable” of the linked list registers and switches is straightforward, thus
we omit those details.
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Bypass transfer line

Figure 5-3. Extension of the linked list implementation for CaPPS.
An alternative approach to implementing the linked list for a conventional LRU
cache is to maintain a previous and next register for each block [63]. A current block’s
previous register stores the index of the most recent previously accessed block and the
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next register stores the index of the next block accessed after the current block.
Extending this approach to achieve the bypass transfer line as shown in Figure 5-2 (B)
is trivial since the previous and next registers’ contents can be changed to move the
blocks’ ordering in the linked list.
Analytical Modeling Overview
For applications with fully/partially shared ways, the analytical model
probabilistically determines the miss rates, considering contention effects, using the
isolated cache access distributions for the co-executing applications. These distributions
are recorded during isolated access trace processing. The isolated LLC access traces
can be generated with a simulator/profiler by running each application in isolation on a
single core with all other cores idle. For applications with only private ways, there is no
cache contention and the miss rate can be directly determined from the isolated LLC
access trace distribution.
Figure 5-4 exemplifies the contention effects in the shared ways using sample
time-ordered isolated (C 1 , C 2 ) and interleaved/co-executed (C 1 &C 2 ) access traces to
an arbitrary cache set from cores C 1 and C 2 . C 1 and C 2 ’s accesses are denoted as X i
and Y i , respectively, where i differentiates accesses to unique cache blocks. The first
access to X 3 and the second access to X 1 occurred at times 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 , respectively.

C 1 ’s second access to X 1 will be a cache hit if C 1 ’s number of private ways is greater
than or equal to five because four unique blocks are accessed between the two
accesses to X 1 . Alternatively, if C 1 ’s number of private ways is smaller than five and C 1
shares ways with C 2 , X 1 ’s hit/miss is dictated by the interleaved accesses from C 2 . For
example, if C 1 has six allocated ways and two of the LRU ways are shared with C 2 , X 3
evicts X 1 from C 1 ’s private way into a shared way. Therefore, C 2 ’s accesses between 𝑡1
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(when X 1 is evicted from C 1 ’s private way) and 𝑡2 (when the X 1 is reaccessed) dictates
whether X 1 is in a shared way or has been evicted from the cache. If C 2 ’s accesses

between 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 (i.e., Y 1 , Y 2 , and Y 3 ) evict two or more blocks into the shared ways,
X 1 ’s second access will be a cache miss.

Access trace in one cache set
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Y1 X2

Y2 X3 Y3
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Y 4 Y5
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X2

X1
Y1

X 4 Y4 Y5 X5 Y1 X1

Figure 5-4. Two cores’ isolated (C 1 , C 2 ) and interleaved (C 1 &C 2 ) access traces for an
arbitrary cache set.
In order to determine the contention effects to C 1 ’s miss rate, C 1 and C 2 ’s
number of accesses 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 , respectively, during the time period (𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ) must be

estimated. Since the number of blocks 𝑅 from 𝑛2 evicted into the shared ways dictates

whether C 1 ’s blocks (e.g., X 1 in Figure 5-4) are still in the shared ways, we calculate the
probability 𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅) that 𝑅 number of blocks are evicted into the shared ways to estimate
C 1 ’s miss rate.

Isolated Access Trace Processing
To accumulate the isolated cache access distribution, we record the reuse
distance and stack distance for each access in the isolated LLC access trace, which
can be obtained using a stack-based trace-driven simulator [34]. For an accessed
address T that maps to a cache set, the reuse distance 𝑟 is the number of accesses to
that set between this access to T and the previous access to any address in the same
block as T, including this access to T. The stack distance 𝑑 is the number of unique
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block addresses, or conflicts, in this set of accesses excluding T. For example, in Figure
5-4, C 1 ’s second access to X 1 has 𝑟 = 7 since there are seven accesses between the
two accesses to X 1 including the second X 1 , and 𝑑 = 4 with the conflicts: X 5 , X 4 , X 2 ,
and X 3 .

In each cache set, we accumulate the number of accesses 𝑁𝑑 for each stack

distance 𝑑 (𝑑 ∈ [0, 𝐴]), where 𝐴 is the LLC associativity. We accumulate the number of
accesses with 𝑑 > 𝐴 in 𝑁𝐴 together with the number of accesses with 𝑑 = 𝐴, since all

accesses with 𝑑 ≥ 𝐴 are cache misses in any configuration. Given this information, for
any access, the probabilistic information for the access’ stack distance is 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝑑𝑖 ) =
𝑑=𝑑 −1

(∑𝑑=0 𝑖

𝑁𝑑 )�(∑ 𝑁𝑑 ) and 𝑝(𝑑 ≥ 𝑑𝑖 ) = 1 − 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝑑𝑖 ), (∀𝑑𝑖 ∈ [1, A]). For all of the

accesses for each 𝑑, we accumulate a histogram of different 𝑟 and calculate the
average 𝑟̅ over all 𝑟.

The analytical model uses the base (best case) CPU cycles 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 to

calculate the CPU cycles required to complete the application when co-executed with
other applications. 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 assumes that all LLC accesses are hits. An application’s

total number of CPU cycles 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑒 are recorded for a single isolated execution to

calculate 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 using 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑒 − 𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑒 · 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 , where 𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑒 is the

number of LLC misses in the application’s isolated execution and 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 is the delay
cycles incurred by the LLC misses.

Since the access distributions across the cache sets are different, the
distributions are individually accumulated and recorded for each set to estimate the
number of misses in each set’s accesses while analyzing the contention in the shared
ways, which enables the miss rate of the application to be calculated. Since the analysis
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is the same for all cache sets, we present the analytical model for one arbitrary cache
set.
Analysis of Contention in the Shared Ways
First, we describe the analytical model to analyze the contention in the shared
ways for a sample CMP with two cores C 1 and C 2 and then generalize the analytical
model to any number of cores. A sharing configuration allocates 𝐾C1 number of ways to

core C 1 , where 𝐾𝑃,C1 ways are private and the remaining 𝐾𝑆 (𝐾𝑆 = 𝐾C1 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 ) ways are

shared with core C 2 . 𝐾C2 and 𝐾𝑃,C2 similarly denote these values for C 2 . For C 1 , all

accesses with a stack distance 𝑑 ≤ 𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 result in cache hits in the private ways and
all accesses with 𝑑 ≥ 𝐾C1 are cache misses. The only undetermined cache hits/misses

are the accesses where 𝐾𝑃,C1 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 𝐾C1 − 1, which depend on the interleaved accesses
from C 2 . Thus, the following subsections elaborate on the estimation method for these

accesses. If C 1 only has private ways, then 𝐾𝑃,C1 = 𝐾C1 , and estimating the contention in
the shared ways contention is not required since C 1 has no ways shared with other
d=KC1 −1

cores and the number of hits for C 1 can be directly calculated using ∑d=0
Calculation of 𝒏𝟏

Nd,C1 .

For an arbitrary stack distance 𝐷 in [𝐾𝑃,C1 , 𝐾C1 − 1], the associated 𝑟̅ was

determined during isolated access trace processing. This subsection presents the
calculation of 𝑛1 for C 1 ’s accesses with stack distance 𝐷 based on 𝑟.

Figure 5-5 depicts C 1 ’s isolated access trace to an arbitrary cache set, where the

second access to X 1 has a stack distance 𝐷 and reuse distance 𝑟̅ . X 3 ’s access evicts
X 1 from C 1 ’s private ways, therefore, the number of conflicts before and after X 3 are

𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 (excluding X 3 ) and 𝐷 − (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1) (including X 3 ), respectively. Conf i denotes
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the first access of the i-th conflict with X 1 . We denote the number of accesses before X 3
as 𝑛0 and 𝑛1 can be calculated by 𝑛1 = 𝑟̅ − 𝑛0 − 1. To simplify the computation, we

represent 𝑛0 and 𝑛1 using the expected values 𝑛�0 and 𝑛�1, respectively, in the

subsequent calculations.

𝑛0 can be any integer in [𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1, 𝑟̅ − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 ) − 2] since there are at least

𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 conflicts before X 3 and at least 𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 conflicts after X 3 . After determining
the probability 𝑝(𝑛0 , (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1)) for each 𝑛0 (where 𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 indicates the number of
conflicts in the 𝑛0 accesses, which is deterministic in one configuration), we can

calculate 𝑛0 ’s expected value 𝑛�0 for the evaluated configuration’s associated 𝐾𝑃,C1
using:

and 𝑛1 ’s expected value is:

1)) is:

𝑛�0 = �(𝑛0 ⋅ 𝑝(𝑛0 , (𝐾𝑃,𝐶1 − 1)))

(5-1)

𝑛�1 = 𝑟̅ − 𝑛�0 − 1

(5-2)

For a particular 𝑛0 ∈ [𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1, 𝑟̅ − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 ) − 2], the probability 𝑝(𝑛0 , (𝐾𝑃,C1 −
𝑝 �𝑛0 , �𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1�� = 𝑝(𝐸𝐴 , 𝐸𝐵 |𝐸𝐶 ) =

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) ⋅ 𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 )
𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝐸𝐶 )

(5-3)

where 𝐸𝐴 is the event that the 𝑛0 accesses have exactly 𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 conflicts and 𝐸𝐵 is the
event that the 𝑛1 accesses have exactly 𝐷 − (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1) conflicts. 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) and

𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 ) are the occurrence probabilities of 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵 , respectively. 𝐸𝐶 is the event

that the 𝑟 accesses have exactly 𝐷 conflicts and 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝐸𝐶 ) is the probability of 𝐸𝐶 ’s

occurrence, which is the summation of (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) ⋅ 𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 )) for all possible 𝑛0 in
[𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1, 𝑟̅ − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 ) − 2].
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To calculate 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) and 𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 ), we examine the sufficient conditions that

𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵 occur. In the example of Figure 5-5, the first access following X 1 must be

different from X 1 (for 𝐷 > 0), which is Conf 1 satisfying 𝑑 ≥ 1, since Conf 1 has at least

one conflict: X 1 . The second conflict Conf 2 satisfies 𝑑 ≥ 2, since Conf 2 has at least two
conflicts: Conf 1 and X 1 . The accesses between Conf 1 and Conf 2 satisfy 𝑑 < 1 since

these accesses can only be Conf 1 . Conf 3 satisfies 𝑑 ≥ 3 since Conf 3 has at least three
conflicts: Conf 2 , Conf 1 , and X 1 . The accesses between Conf 2 and Conf 3 satisfy 𝑑 < 2,
since these conflicts can only be Conf 2 or Conf 1 , etc. Similarly, Conf𝐾𝑝,C1 −1 satisfies

𝑑 ≥ (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1) and the accesses between X 3 and Conf𝐾𝑝,C1 −1 satisfy 𝑑 < (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1).
Therefore, defining a vector 𝑎⃗ = (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝐾𝑝,C1 −1 ) where 𝑎𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛0 − (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1)],

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) is:

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ) = �

𝑖=𝐾𝑃,C1 −1

�
𝑖=1

𝑝(𝑑 ≥ 𝑖)� ⋅ � � �
∀𝑎�⃗∈𝑆𝑎

𝑖=𝐾𝑃,C1 −1

�
𝑖=1

𝑝(𝑑 < 𝑖)𝑎𝑖 ��

(5-4)

where 𝑆𝑎 is a set including all 𝑎⃗ satisfying ∑ 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑛0 − �𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1�. The first multiplicand
in the equation computes the probability that there are 𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1 number of Conf i and

the second multiplicand computes the probability of all of the cases that in the remaining
𝑛0 − (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1) accesses, there are exactly 𝑎𝑖 number of accesses occur between
Conf i and Conf i+1 for each 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1]. Similarly, defining a vector

𝑏�⃗ = (𝑏0 , 𝑏1 , … , 𝑏𝐷−𝐾𝑝,C1 ) where 𝑏𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛1 − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 + 1)], 𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 ) is:
𝑝𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐸𝐵 ) = �

𝑖=𝐷−𝐾𝑃,𝐶1

�
𝑖=0

𝑝�𝑑 ≥ 𝑖 + 𝐾𝑃,𝐶1 �� ⋅ � � �
�⃗ ∈𝑆𝑏
∀𝑏

𝑖=𝐷−𝐾𝑃,𝐶1

�
𝑖=0

where 𝑆𝑏 is a set including all 𝑏�⃗ satisfying ∑ 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑛1 − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 + 1).
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𝑏

𝑝�𝑑 < 𝑖 + 𝐾𝑃,𝐶1 � 𝑖 ��

(5-5)

To reduce the computational complexity, the second multiplicand in Equation (54) can be substituted with 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘), where 𝑘 represents the number of Conf i and 𝑙

represents the remaining number of accesses in the 𝑛0 accesses before X 3 , (i.e.,

𝑘 = (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1) and 𝑙 = 𝑛0 − (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1)). Thus:
𝑘

𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) = � �� 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝑖)𝑎𝑖 �
∀𝑎�⃗∈𝑆𝑎

(5-6)

𝑖=1

where 𝑎⃗ = (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑘 ) satisfying 𝑎𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑙] and 𝑆𝑎 is a set including all 𝑎⃗ satisfying
∑ 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑙. 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) can be derived using induction as:

𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) = 𝑝(𝑙 − 1, 𝑘) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝑘 ) + 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘 − 1)

(5-7)

with the initial cases 𝑝(𝑙, 1) = 𝑝(𝑑 < 1)𝑙 and 𝑝(0, 𝑘) = 1. 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) is calculated from 𝑘 = 1

(i.e., 𝐾𝑃,C1 = 2) since 𝐾𝑃,C1 = 0 indicates that there is no private way and 𝑛�1 = 𝑟̅ , and
𝐾𝑃,C1 = 1 indicates one private way and the first access after X 1 evicts X 1 into the

shared ways, thus 𝑛�1 = 𝑟̅ − 1. The induction of 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) means that in the 𝑛0 accesses, if
the last access is not Conf k , the previous 𝑛0 − 1 accesses must contain all the 𝑘

number of Conf i and the last access satisfies 𝑑 < 𝑘. If the last access in the 𝑛0

accesses is Conf k , the previous 𝑛0 − 1 accesses must contain 𝑘 − 1 number of Conf i .
Similarly, the second multiplicand in Equation (5-5) can be substituted with

𝑝(𝑙′, 𝑘′) where 𝑙′ = 𝑛1 − (𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 + 1) and 𝑘 ′ = 𝐷 − 𝐾𝑃,C1 + 1, and the induction of

𝑝(𝑙′, 𝑘′) can be derived as:

𝑝(𝑙 ′ , 𝑘 ′ ) = 𝑝(𝑙 ′ − 1, 𝑘 ′ ) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝐷 − 𝑘 ′ + 1 ) + 𝑝(𝑙′, 𝑘′ − 1)

with the initial cases 𝑝(𝑙′, 1) = 𝑝(𝑑 < 𝐷)𝑙′ and 𝑝(0, 𝑘′) = 1.
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After substituting 𝑝(𝑙, 𝑘) and 𝑝(𝑙′, 𝑘′) for 𝐷 and 𝐾𝑃,C1 , respectively, in Equations (5-

4) and (5-5), 𝑝(𝑛0 , (𝐾𝑃,C1 − 1)) is calculated using Equation (5-3) and 𝑛�0 and 𝑛�1 can be

determined using Equations (5-1) and (5-2).

Access trace in one cache set
t1

t2

time
C1

X1

…...

X3

... Conf(Kp,C1-1)

…... Conf3 ... Conf2 ... Conf1
...

d<Kp,C1-1
d≥Kp,C1-1

...

n1

d<2
d≥3

X1

d<1
d≥2

d≥1

n0
r accesses, D conflicts

Figure 5-5. C 1 ’s isolated access trace to an arbitrary cache set to illustrate the
calculation of 𝑛1 .
Calculation of 𝒏𝟐

To determine the contention effects from C 2 , the expected number of accesses

𝑛�2 from C 2 is estimated based on the ratio of the number of cache set accesses from C 1

and C 2 per cycle:

� C
𝑛�1 ∑ 𝑁𝑑,C1 ⁄𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
1
=
�
𝑛�2 ∑ 𝑁𝑑,C2 ⁄𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠C2

(5-9)

where ∑ 𝑁𝑑,C1 and ∑ 𝑁𝑑,𝐂2 are the total number of LLC accesses from C 1 and C 2 ,

� 𝐂 is the number of CPU cycles required to execute the application
respectively. 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
1
� 𝐂 is similarly defined.
on C 1 when C 2 is co-executing another application, and 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
2

� can be calculated using 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and the estimated number of LLC misses 𝑚
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
�
considering the contention in the shared ways is:

� = 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝑚
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
� · 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
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where 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the delay imposed by the shared bus contention from the
higher level caches (closer to the CPU) of each core to the shared LLC.

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 can be estimated considering that each higher level cache

miss requests the bus twice when a read/write request is sent to the LLC and the LLC
sends back the requested block. Thus, the bus cycles used by each higher level cache
miss is 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑞 + 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 and the probability 𝑝𝑏𝑖 that

� C /(𝑓𝐶𝑃𝑈 /𝑓𝑏𝑢𝑠 )),
one bus cycle is used by a core C i is 𝑝𝑏𝑖 = (∑ 𝑁𝑑,Ci ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠)⁄(𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
i

where 𝑓𝐶𝑃𝑈 and 𝑓𝑏𝑢𝑠 are the CPU and bus frequencies, respectively.

To calculate 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , we assume that the bus scheduler schedules

simultaneous requests from different cores randomly and 𝑗 additional cores are

using/requesting the bus concurrently with a C 1 ’s bus request in one bus cycle. There
are three cases to consider. In the first case, 𝑣1 number of cores are sending read/write
requests to the LLC, and the expected delayed bus cycles for C 1 is:
𝑣1

1
𝑣1
𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦1 (𝑣1 ) =
⋅ � 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑞 = ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑣1 + 1
2

(5-11)

𝑖=1

This equation indicates that C 1 ’s bus request may directly be serviced or may stall for
one, two, three, or more cycles for 𝑣1 number of cores to be serviced. Each of the
possible waiting time’s occurrence’s probability is 1/(𝑣1 + 1).

In the second case, 𝑣2 cores are sending requests to the bus to receive

requested blocks from the LLC. Similar to Equation (5-11), the expected delayed bus
cycles for C 1 is:
𝑣2

1
𝑣2
𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦2 (𝑣2 ) =
⋅ � 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑣2 + 1
2
𝑖=1
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In the third case, 𝑣3 cores are in the process of receiving the requested block

from the LLC and C 1 ’s request must stall while the other cores are using the bus.
Defining a vector 𝑒⃗ = �𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … , 𝑒𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 −1 � where 𝑒𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑣3 ], the expected

delayed bus cycles for C 1 is:

𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦3 (𝑣3 ) = � ��
∀𝑒⃗∈𝑆𝑒

𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 −1

�
𝑖=1

(𝑒𝑖 ⋅ 𝑖)� ⋅ 𝑝(𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )�

(5-13)

where 𝑆𝑒 is a set including all 𝑒⃗ satisfying ∑ 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑣3 . 𝑒𝑖 denotes that 𝑒𝑖 number of cores

have 𝑖 number of bus cycles remaining to finish the transfer of the requested block. The

probability of each 𝑒⃗ in 𝑆𝑒 is equal, 𝑝(𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 ) = 1/|𝑆𝑒 | , where |𝑆𝑒 | is the cardinality of 𝑆𝑒

and is calculated by |𝑆𝑒 | = 𝐶(𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 𝑣3 − 2, 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 − 2), where
𝐶(𝑛, 𝑟) denotes the number of combinations of 𝑟 numbers selected from a set with 𝑛
numbers.

Considering the three cases and defining a vector 𝑣⃗ = (𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , 𝑣3 ) where 𝑣𝑖 ∈

[0, 𝑗], the expected delayed bus cycles for C 1 when 𝑗 number of additional cores are
using/requesting the bus is:

𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝑗) = � �(𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦1 (𝑣1 ) + 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦2 (𝑣2 ) + 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦3 (𝑣3 )) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )�

(5-14)

�⃗∈𝑆𝑣
∀𝑣

where 𝑆𝑣 is a set including all 𝑣⃗ satisfying ∑ 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑗. The probability of each 𝑣⃗ in 𝑆𝑣 is

equal, 𝑝(𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 ) = 1/|𝑆𝑣 |, where |𝑆𝑣 | is the cardinality of 𝑆𝑣 and is calculated by |𝑆𝑣 | =
𝐶(𝑗 + 2, 2).

Therefore, the 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 for C 1 with respect to the CPU cycles is:
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,C1

𝑗=𝑁𝐶 −1

𝑓𝐶𝑃𝑈
= 2 ⋅ � 𝑁𝑑,C1 ⋅ �
� ⋅ � �𝑝(𝑗) ⋅ 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝑗)�
𝑓𝑏𝑢𝑠
𝑗=1
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where 𝑁𝐶 is the total number of cores, (2 ⋅ ∑ 𝑁𝑑,C1 ) is the total number of bus requests
from C 1 , and 𝑝(𝑗) is the probability that 𝑗 number of additional cores are

using/requesting the bus when C 1 is requesting the bus. Using 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 to represent

the identification of the cores that are and are not using/requesting the bus when C 1 is
requesting the bus, respectively, and defining a vector 𝑤
��⃗ = (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑗 ,

𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , 𝑏3 , … , 𝑏𝑁𝐶 −1−𝑗 ) where 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁𝐶 ], 𝑝(𝑗) can be calculated as:
𝑗

𝑁C −1−𝑗

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
𝑝(𝑗) =
⋅ � ��� 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑖 � ⋅ � � �1 − 𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑖 ���
𝐶(𝑁C − 1, 𝑗)
��⃗∈𝑆𝑤
∀𝑤

(5-16)

where 𝑆𝑤 is a set including all 𝑤
��⃗ satisfying 𝑎1 < 𝑎2 < 𝑎3 < ⋯ < 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏1 < 𝑏2 < 𝑏3 < ⋯ <
𝑏𝑁𝐶 −1−𝑗 , and 𝑎𝑖 ≠ 𝑏𝑖 ≠ 1.

Calculation of 𝒑(𝒏𝟐 , 𝑹)

𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅) is the probability that 𝑅 number of blocks are evicted from C 2 ’s private

ways in the 𝑛2 accesses. Directly using the expected 𝑛2 to calculate 𝑝(𝑛�2 , 𝑅) will

introduce a large bias (approximate 10% error) in the estimated LLC miss rate, since
different values of 𝑛2 result in different hit/miss determination and just using the

expected value of all the 𝑛2 , i.e. 𝑛�2 , will estimate all the 𝑛2 as hit/miss. For example, in

an extreme case where 𝐾𝑆 = 1 and the 𝐷 = 𝐾𝑃,C1 + 1, the accesses with this 𝐷 result in
cache hits in a shared way if 𝑛2 = 0. Therefore, if the expected value 𝑛�2 is used to
determine the cache hit/miss and if 𝑛�2 > 0, all of the accesses with this 𝐷 will be

evaluated as cache misses. However, although the expected value 𝑛�2 > 0, some 𝑛2 can
be zeros, which result in cache hits.

Thus, we model 𝑛2 using a Poisson distribution 𝑝(𝑛2 ) = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑛2 , 𝜆), where 𝜆

is 𝑛�2 if the LLC is accessed randomly. However, since the LLC’s accesses are generally
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not random and not uniformly distributed in time (which makes equation (5-9) valid), we
use an empirical variable 𝑒 to adjust 𝜆 to 𝜆 = 𝑛�2 /𝑒. Our experiments indicated that 𝑒 = 5

was appropriate for our training benchmark suite, which contains a wide variety of

typical CMP applications, and is thus generally applicable. Since the range of 𝑛2 is

infinite in the Poisson distribution, and 𝑛2 with very small 𝑝(𝑛2 ) has a minimal effect on
the miss rate estimation, we only consider the 𝑛2 with 𝑝(𝑛2 ) > 0.01 and calculate the

associated 𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅).

To calculate 𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅) for an arbitrary 𝑛2 , 𝑅 is determined by evaluating the 𝑛2

accesses in chronological order with an initial value of 𝑅 = 0. If there is one access with
𝑑 > 𝐾𝑃,C2 , fetching this address into C 2 ’s private ways will evict one block into the

shared ways and thus 𝑅 is incremented by 1. 𝑅 remains the same until the subsequent

accesses include one access with 𝑑 > 𝐾𝑃,C2 + 1, and one additional block will be evicted

into the shared ways by fetching the accessed block into C 2 ’s private ways, in which

case 𝑅 is incremented. The same condition (i.e., one access with 𝑑 > 𝐾𝑃,C2 + 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅)

to increment 𝑅 applies to the remaining accesses, therefore, we can calculate 𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅)
inductively:

𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅) =

⎧𝑝(𝑛2 − 1, 𝑅 − 1) ⋅ 𝑝 �𝑑 ≥ 𝐾𝑃,C2 + (𝑅 − 1)� ,
⎪𝑝(𝑛 − 1, 𝑅) ⋅ 𝑝�𝑑 < 𝐾
+ 𝑅�
2

𝑃,C2

𝑅 = 𝑛2

⎨ +𝑝(𝑛2 − 1, 𝑅 − 1) ⋅ 𝑝 �𝑑 ≥ 𝐾𝑃,C2 + (𝑅 − 1)� , 𝑅 < 𝑛2
⎪
𝑅=0
⎩ 𝑝(𝑛2 − 1, 𝑅) ⋅ 𝑝�𝑑 < 𝐾𝑃,C2 + 𝑅�,

(5-17)

with the initial case 𝑝(𝑛2 = 0, 𝑅 = 0) = 1. There are three cases in the induction. In the
first case, 𝑅 = 𝑛2 , all 𝑛2 accesses will evict one additional block into the shared ways,

thus, in the 𝑛2 accesses, the previous 𝑛2 − 1 accesses evict 𝑅 − 1 blocks and the last
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access satisfies 𝑑 ≥ 𝐾𝑃,C2 + (𝑅 − 1). In the second case, 𝑅 < 𝑛2 , in the 𝑛2 accesses, the
previous 𝑛2 − 1 accesses either have evicted 𝑅 blocks into the shared ways, in which

case the last access satisfies 𝑑 < 𝐾𝑃,C2 + 𝑅, or the previous 𝑛2 − 1 accesses have

evicted 𝑅 − 1 blocks, in which case the last access satisfies 𝑑 ≥ 𝐾𝑃,C2 + (𝑅 − 1) and

evicts one additional block. In the third case, 𝑅 = 0, no block is evicted into the shared
ways in the 𝑛2 accesses.

Calculation of the LLC miss rates
Considering the impact of 𝑅 to the accesses with stack distance 𝑑 ∈ [𝐾𝑃,C1 , 𝐾C1 −

1], the number of cache hits for C 1 is:
ℎ�
C1 =

𝑑=𝐾𝑝,C1 −1

�

𝑑=0

𝑁𝑑,C1 +

𝑑=𝐾C1 −1

� �𝑁𝑑,C1 ⋅ 𝑝ℎ𝑑 �

(5-18)

𝑑=𝐾𝑝,C1

where the first addend calculates the total number of hits in the private ways and the
second addend calculates the total number of hits in the shared ways for the accesses
satisfying 𝑑 ∈ [𝐾𝑃,C1 , 𝐾C1 − 1]. 𝑝ℎ𝑑 is the probability of hits for the 𝑁𝑑,C1 number of
accesses with stack distance 𝑑, which is calculated as:
𝑝ℎ𝑑 =

�

∀𝑛2 : 𝑝(𝑛2 )>0.01

𝑅=𝐾C1 −𝑑−1

��

�

𝑅=0

𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅)� ⋅ 𝑝(𝑛2 )�

(5-19)

The calculation of 𝑝ℎ𝑑 includes all of the 𝑛2 with 𝑝(𝑛2 ) > 0.01, and for each 𝑛2 , if

the number of blocks 𝑅 evicted from C 2 ’s private ways is smaller than 𝐾C1 − 𝑑, C 1 ’s
accesses with 𝑑 results in cache hits in the shared ways.

After accumulating ℎ�
�C1 and the
C1 for all cache sets, the number of LLC misses 𝑚

LLC miss rates can be determined.
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Finally, we generalize the analytical model to estimate the LLC miss rate for any
core C i when j additional cores (denoted as C j ) share cache ways with C i by calculating
the expected number of accesses 𝑛�C𝑗 from the additional cores during the time (𝑡1 , 𝑡2 )
and then estimating 𝑝(𝑛C𝑗 , 𝑅C𝑗 ) similarly as estimating 𝑛�2 and 𝑝(𝑛2 , 𝑅) for C 2 . The

generalized expression of Equation (5-18) is:
ℎ�
C𝚤 =

𝑑=𝐾𝑝,C𝑖 −1

� �𝑁𝑑,C𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝ℎ𝑑 �

(5-20)

𝑝ℎ𝑑 = � �� �𝑝(𝑛C𝑗 ) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑛C𝑗 , 𝑅C𝑗 )��

(5-21)

where:

�

𝑑=0

�⃗∈𝑆C
∀C

𝑁𝑑,C𝑖 +

𝑑=𝐾C𝑖 −1
𝑑=𝐾𝑝,C𝑖

�⃗
C𝑗 ∈C

�⃗ = (𝑛C , 𝑛C , … , 𝑛𝑗 ) with 𝑝(𝑛C ) > 0.01 and 𝑆C is a set including all �C⃗
where the vector C
1
2
𝑗
satisfying ∑ 𝑅C𝑗 < 𝐾C𝑖 − 𝑑.

� is used
According to Equation (5-10), a circular dependency exists where 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

� . The solution cannot be represented
to estimate 𝑚
� and 𝑚
� is used to calculate 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
using a closed form, thus we iteratively solve for 𝑚
� . The initial value of 𝑚
� is acquired

assuming there is no contention (i.e., all 𝐾C𝑖 number of ways are privately used by C i ),
� . 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
� is
and 𝑚
� is used in Equation (5-10) to calculate the initial value of 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

provided back into the analytical model to update 𝑚
� and the new 𝑚
� is used to update

� . This iterative process continues until a stable 𝑚
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
� (with a precision of 0.001%) is

achieved. Experimental results indicated that only four iterations were required for the
results to converge.
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The analytical model’s runtime complexity depends on the shared LLCs
associativity, the number of cores in the CMP, the evaluated sharing configuration (such
as the number of ways shared among cores), and the isolated cache access distribution
for each application (such as the average reuse distance for each stack distance value).
Due to the large number of complex and interdependent variables and unknowns, the
complexity analysis is intractable, thus, we will evaluate the analytical model’s
measured execution time in the experiment.
Experiment Results
Our experiments evaluated the accuracy and time efficiency of the analytical
model in estimating the LLC miss rates for CaPPS. We also verified the advantages of
partial sharing as compared to two baseline configurations, private partitioning, and
constrained partial sharing.
Experiment Setup
We used twelve benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite [61], which were
compiled to Alpha_OSF binaries and executed using the “ref” input data sets. Due to
incorrect execution, we could not evaluate the complete suite. Even though our work is
targeted for embedded systems, we did not use embedded system benchmark suites
since these suites contain only small kernels, which do not sufficiently access the LLC,
and do not represent our targeted embedded CMP domain.
Since complete execution of the large SPEC benchmarks prohibits exhaustive
examination of the entire CaPPS design space, and since most embedded benchmarks
have stable behavior during execution, for each SPEC benchmark, we selected 500
million consecutive instructions with similar behavior to use as the simulation interval to
mimic an embedded application with high LLC occupancy. To select the simulation
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interval, we performed phase classification on the SPEC benchmarks using
SimpleScalar 3.0d [6] and SimPoint 3.2 [31]. Within a benchmark’s entire execution,
non-overlapping intervals with a fixed length of 100 million instructions were classified
into phases, where all of the intervals in the same phase had similar behavior. Since all
of the intervals belonging to a phase were not necessarily contiguous, we selected five
contiguous intervals that were classified as belonging to the same phase to form the
benchmarks’ simulation intervals. The SPEC benchmarks’ phases were long enough
such that every benchmark had five contiguous intervals belonging to the same phase.
Table 5-1 lists the starting instructions for the benchmarks’ simulation intervals. Our
work can easily be extended to applications with varying behavior (i.e., multiple phases
throughout execution) by integrating offline phase change detection methodologies [31]
[59].
Table 5-1. The starting instructions (counted from the beginning of the benchmark’s
execution) for the benchmarks’ simulation intervals.
Starting instruction
Starting instruction
Benchmark
(million)
Benchmark
(million)
400.perlbench
6000
445.gobmk
13500
401.bzip2
64100
456.hmmer
97000
429.mcf
13500
458.sjeng
10700
433.milc
30000
462.libquantum 67800
435.gromacs
15400
464.h264ref
13500
444.namd
13500
473.astar
19400

We generated the exact cache miss rates for comparison purposes using GEM5
[8] and modeled four in-order cores with the TimingSimple CPU model, which stalls the
CPU when fetching from the caches and memory. Each core had private level-one (L1)
instruction and data caches. The unified level-two (L2) cache and all lower level
memory hierarchy components were shared among all cores. We modified the L2 cache
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replacement operation in GEM5 to model the shared LCC for CaPPS. Table 5-2 shows
the parameters used for each system component. Since four cores shared the eightway LLC, there were 3,347 configurations in the CaPPS design space.
Table 5-2. CMP system parameters
Components
Parameters
CPU
2 GHz clock, 1 thread
L1 instruction
Private, total size of 8 KB, block size of 64 B, 2-way associativity,
cache
LRU replacement, access latency of 2 CPU cycles
L1 data cache
Private, total size of 8 KB, block size of 64 B, 2-way associativity,
LRU replacement, access latency of 2 CPU cycles
L2 unified cache
Shared, total size of 1 MB, block size of 64 B, 8-way associativity,
LRU replacement, access latency of 20 CPU cycles
Memory
3 GB size, access latency of 200 CPU cycles
L1 caches to L2
Shared, 64 B width, 1 GHz clock, first come first serve (FCFS)
cache bus
scheduling
Memory bus
64 B width, 1 GHz clock
Before CaPPS simulation, we executed each benchmark in isolation during the
benchmark’s simulation interval and recorded the isolated LLC access traces and the
CPU cycles 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑒 . For CaPPS simulation, we arbitrarily selected four benchmarks to

be co-executed, which formed a benchmark set, and we evaluated sixteen benchmark

sets. Since the four benchmarks’ simulation intervals were at different execution points,
we forced the system to simultaneously begin executing the benchmarks’ at the
benchmarks’ associated simulation intervals’ starting instructions using a full-system
checkpoint. A full-system checkpoint gives a snapshot of the four-core system state,
including the register state, the memory state, the system calls’ inputs and outputs, etc.
To create the full-system checkpoint, the CMP simulator must terminate each core
individually after that core reaches the simulation interval’s starting instruction for that
core’s benchmark. However, since this instruction number is different for each
benchmark and GEM5 does not support selective core termination (all cores must
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terminate simultaneously), we created the full-system checkpoint by aggregating the
checkpoints of the individual benchmarks executing in isolation. We refer to these
checkpoints as isolated-benchmark checkpoints, and we generated these checkpoints
by fast forwarding each benchmark to the starting instruction of the benchmark’s
corresponding simulation interval.
For each simulation, the full-system checkpoint was restored and then the
system started execution. The system execution was terminated when any core
reached 500 million instructions. Due to varying CPU stall cycles across the
benchmarks, at the termination point, not all cores had completed executing the
simulation interval. However, this termination approach guaranteed that the cache miss
rates reflected a fully-loaded system (i.e., full LLC contention since all cores were
running during the entire system execution). Since we focused on the cache miss rates
and not the absolute number of cache misses, the incomplete benchmarks’ execution
had no impact on our evaluation. Similarly, due to statistical predictions, the applications
are not required to begin execution simultaneously to garner accurate results.
Although our experiments used only four cores and the LLC was a shared 8-way
L2 cache, the analytical model itself does not include any limitations on the number of
cores, the LLC’s hierarchical level, or the cache parameters (e.g., total size, block size,
and associativity for our experiments).
Analytical Model Evaluation
We verified the accuracy of our estimated LLC miss rates obtained using the
analytical model and evaluated the analytical model’s ability to determine the optimal
(minimum LLC miss rate) configuration in the CaPPS design space. Additionally, we
illustrated the analytical model’s efficiency by comparing the time required to calculate
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the LLC miss rates as compared to using a cycle-accurate simulator to generate the
exact cache miss rates for all configurations.
Accuracy evaluation
For each benchmark set, we compared the average LLC miss rate for the four
cores determined by the analytical model with the exact miss rate determined by GEM5
for each configuration in CaPPS’s design space. We calculated the average and
standard deviation of the miss rate errors across the 3,347 configurations. Figure 5-6
depicts the results for each benchmark set. The black markers indicate the average
miss rate errors and the upper and lower ranges as compared to the black markers in
the gray bars show the corresponding standard deviation. On average, over all sixteen
benchmark sets, the absolute average miss rate error and standard deviation were -

Average and staandard deviation of
estimated average LLC miss rate error

0.73% and 1.30%, respectively.
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%

Figure 5-6. The average and standard deviation of the average LLC miss rate error
determined by the analytical model.
Since the analytical model’s cache miss rates are inaccurate, we compared the
absolute difference between the LLC miss rates of the analytical model’s minimum LLC
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miss rate configuration and the actual minimum LLC miss rate configuration as
determined via exhaustive search. Comparing with an exhaustive search is appropriate
for evaluating the analytical model’s efficacy, which is only affected by the estimated
miss rate errors in determining the optimal configuration. The results indicate that
fourteen out of sixteen benchmark sets’ differences were less than 1% and the
maximum and averages differences over all benchmark sets was negligible, 1.3% and
0.36%, respectively.
Simulation time evaluation
To evaluate the execution time efficiency of the analytical model, we compared
the time required to estimate the LLC miss rates (including the time for isolated trace
access generation) for all configurations in the CaPPS design space as compared to
using GEM5. We compared to exhaustive exploration since we are the first to propose
CaPPS and therefore there is no heuristic search to compare to and a designer would
have to use exhaustive exploration. Furthermore, since the analytical model evaluates
each configuration individually using GEM5, the average simulation time speedups were
nearly independent of the number of evaluated configurations. Therefore the analytical
model would show similar speedups even if compared with a heuristic search since the
heuristic method could be leveraged by both the analytical model and GEM5.
We implemented the analytical model in C++ compiled with O3 optimizations. We
tabulated the user time reported from the Linux time command for the simulations
running on a Red Hat Linux Server v5.2 with a 2.66 GHz processor and 4 gigabytes of
RAM. Figure 5-7 depicts the speedup of the analytical model for each benchmark set as
compared to GEM5. Over all benchmark sets, the average speedup was 3,966X, with
maximum and minimum speedups of 13,554X and 1,277X, respectively. For one
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benchmark set, the time for simulating all 3,347 configurations using GEM5 was
approximately three months, and comparatively, the analytical model took only two to

Speedup

three hours.

14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Figure 5-7. The analytical model’s simulation time speedup as compared to GEM5.
CaPPS Evaluation
To validate the advantages of CaPPS, we compared CaPPS’s ability to reduce
the LLC miss rate (i.e., the optimal configuration) as compared to two baseline
configurations and configurations as proposed in prior works, including private
partitioning and constrained partial sharing.
Comparison with baseline configurations
Figure 5-8 depicts the average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal
configurations (the configurations with minimum average LLC miss rate in CaPPS’s
design space) as compared to two baseline configurations: 1) even-private-partitioning:
the LLC is evenly partitioned using private partitioning; and 2) fully-shared: the LLC is
fully shared by all cores. Across all benchmark sets, the average and maximum average
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LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configurations were 25.58% and 50.15%,
respectively, as compared to even-private-partitioning, and 19.39%, and 41.10%,
respectively, as compared to fully-shared.

Average LLC miss rate reduction

60%
50%

Compared to even-private-partitioning

Compared to fully-shared

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 5-8. Average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configurations as
compared to the two baseline configurations: even-private-partitioning and
fully-shared.
Comparison with private partitioning
We compared CaPPS with private partitioning since prior works typically partition
shared caches using private partitioning. Figure 5-9 depicts the average LLC miss rate
reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configurations as compared to private partitioning’s
optimal configurations, which is the configuration with minimum LLC miss rate in the
private partitioning’s design space consisting of 35 configurations—approximately 1% of
CaPPS’s design space. Across all benchmark sets, the average and maximum
reductions in CaPPS’s average LLC miss rates as compared to private partitioning were
16.92% and 43.02%, respectively. The first three benchmark sets in the figure showed
small reductions (less than 2.5%), which indicates that for these combinations of co-
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executing applications, exploring the private partitioning design space is sufficient to

Average LLC miss rate reduction

obtain small LLC miss rates.
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 5-9. Average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configurations as
compared to private partitioning’s optimal configurations for a 1 MB LLC.
Since private partitioning was sufficient for only three of the benchmark sets, we
further evaluated the results to determine which combinations of co-executing
applications most benefit from CaPPS’s increased design space. We examined the
benchmarks’ temporal locality characteristics using an in-house-implemented stackbased trace-driven cache simulator [34] to process the isolated L2 cache access
traceses. Figure 5-10 depicts the LLC miss rates for varying numbers of cache ways
and sizes for each benchmark executing in isolation. Based on these results, we
determined the best number of cache ways for each benchmark, which allowed the
benchmark’s entire working set to fit into the LLC. The best number of cache ways is
the number of cache ways wherein allocating additional ways does not reduce the miss
rate, and therefore wastes cache resources.
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Figure 5-10. LLC miss rates for different numbers of cache ways and cache sizes when
the benchmarks execute in isolation.
We classified the benchmarks into three groups based on the benchmarks’ best
number of cache ways by evaluating the LLC miss rate trends in Figure 5-10: (1) the
LLC miss rates for 401.bzip2, 473.astar, and 435.gromacs show a continual decrease
as the number of cache ways increases, and the best number of cache ways for these
benchmarks is the maximum LLC associativity; (2) the LLC miss rates for 444.namd,
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458.sjeng, 445.gobmk, 464.h264ref, 400.perlbench, 456.hmmer, and 429.mcf reach a
minimum plateau at a certain number of ways, and the plateau point is the best number
of cache ways for the point’s associated benchmark; and (3) the LLC miss rates for
462.libquantum and 433.milc are independent of the number of cache ways since the
majority of the cache accesses are compulsory misses, and the best number of cache
ways for these benchmarks is one.
We can extend this benchmark analysis to predict any set of co-execution
applications’ LLC partitioning requirements. If the summation of the best number of
cache ways for all of the co-executing applications exceeds the LLC associativity, a
privately partitioned cache cannot meet the applications’ demands. Partial sharing
enables co-executing applications to collectively share the LRU ways to enable a larger
number of cache ways to be allocated to each core to further reduce the LLC miss
rates. However, if the LLC is large enough to accommodate the summation of the
applications’ best number of cache ways, which is the case for the first three benchmark
sets in Figure 5-9, private partitioning satisfies the applications’ requirements and partial
sharing is not necessary.
We also evaluated the benefits of partial sharing for small LLCs since energyand size-constrained embedded systems must typically use a small LLC. Since the
number of cache sets decreases with the cache size, more blocks may map to same
cache set, which may increase cache conflicts. This is evident in Figure 5-10, where the
miss rate trends for the 512 KB and 256 KB LLCs show that the best number of cache
ways for group two benchmarks increases as the LLC size decreases. Additionally, the
group one and two benchmarks’ LLC miss rates decrease more rapidly in a small LLC
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as compared to a large LLC. Therefore, more cache ways are required in a small LLC to
obtain low miss rates as compared to a large LLC. Partial sharing alleviates this
requirement by enabling larger quotas to be assigned to group one and two applications
for small LLCs, which can significantly improve overall cache performance as compared

Average LLC miss rate reduction
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Figure 5-11. Average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configuration as
compared to private partitioning for 512 KB and 256 KB LLCs, respectively.
To further verify that CaPPS is more suitable for embedded systems with small
cache sizes as compared to private partitioning, we created six benchmark sets. Each
set contained four arbitrarily selected benchmarks such that the summation of the
benchmarks’ best number of cache ways exceeded the LLC associativity. Figure 5-11
depicts the average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configurations as
compared to private partitioning’s optimal configurations for 512 KB and 256 KB LLCs,
respectively. For the 512 KB LLC, the average and maximum LLC miss rate reductions
were 28.99% and 69.75%, respectively, and were 30.63% and 45.36%, respectively, for
the 256 KB LLC. The first five benchmark sets showed that LLC miss rate reductions
increase as the cache size decreases. For the last benchmark set, the LLC miss rate
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reduction for 256 KB LLC was smaller than 512 KB LLC, since the 256 KB cache size
was too small to accommodate all the applications’ data and the partial sharing resulted
LLC miss rate reduction in a too small LLC could not be as prominent as in a large LLC.
Comparison with constrained partial sharing
Even though CaPPS targets shared cache partitioning, the fundamentals
associated with partitioning shared and private caches are similar, thus we compare to
prior works using constrained partial sharing [17] [36] [45] [62]. If a shared LLC is evenly
partitioned across the cores and each partition is considered as the cores’ private LLC,
the constrained partial sharing’s design space is a subset of CaPPS’s design space. In
the related works of LLC partitioning, we classified prior works into two kinds of
constrained partial sharing: subset sharing and joint sharing based on the partitioning
and sharing configurability. Using the experiment settings in Table 5-2, the numbers of
configurations in the subset and joint sharings’ design spaces are 15 and 81, which
account for 0.4% and 2% of CaPPS’s design space, respectively.
Since CaPPS’s determines optimal configurations offline and prior works on
constrained partial sharing determines configurations online by monitoring the cache
performance and then greedily or heuristically determining the configurations, providing
a fair comparison is difficult. Since prior constrained partial sharing works used online
greedy/heuristic methods, the determined configurations may be suboptimal. Therefore,
we determined the optimal-offline configurations for the subset and joint sharing via
exhaustive exploration of the design spaces, and evaluated the miss rate reduction of
CaPPS’s optimal configurations as compared to the subset and joint sharing’s optimaloffline configurations. Exhaustive exploration ensures that the optimal configurations
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was determined for subset and joint sharing, which places a lower bound on the results
and in practice, CaPPS’s miss rate reductions would likely be greater than reported.
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Figure 5-12. Average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal configuration as
compared to the two constrained partial sharing design spaces.
Figure 5-12 depicts the average LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s optimal
configurations as compared to subset and joint sharings’ optimal-offline configurations
for a 1 MB LLC. The average and maximum LLC miss rate reductions for CaPPS’s
optimal configurations as compared to the subset sharing were 14.20% and 29.99%,
respectively, and were 13.61% and 31.18%, respectively, for joint sharing.
Summary
In this chapter, we presented cache partitioning with partial sharing (CaPPS)—a
novel cache partitioning and sharing architecture that improves shared last-level cache
(LLC) performance with low hardware overhead for chip multi-processor systems
(CMPs). Our experiments showed that CaPPS reduced the average LLC miss rates by
20-25% as compared to two baseline configurations, by 17% as compared to private
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partitioning, and by 14% as compared to constrained partial sharing. To quickly
estimate the miss rates of CaPPS’s sharing configurations, we developed an offline,
analytical model that achieved an average miss rate estimation error of only 0.73%. As
compared to exhaustive exploration of the CaPPS design space to determine the lowest
energy cache configuration, the analytical model affords an average speedup of 3,966X.
Finally, CaPPS and the analytical model are applicable to CMPs with any number of
cores and places no limitation on the configurable cache parameters.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we investigated two offline cache optimization methods:
cache parameter tuning and cache partitioning. By configuring the cache total size,
block size, and associativity for a particular application or phases, overall system
performance and energy savings can be improved. Additionally, in CMPs, the
contention over shared LLC resources increases as the number of cores increases.
Cache partitioning eliminates the LLC contention and configures the partitioning to the
allocated core’s requirements to improve cache performance.
In single core systems, to facilitate fast design-time cache parameter tuning, we
propose single-pass trace-driven cache simulation methodologies—T-SPaCS and USPaCS —for two-level exclusive instruction/data cache and unified cache hierarchies,
respectively. Direct adaptation of conventional trace-driven cache simulation to twolevel caches requires prohibitive storage and simulation time since numerous stacks are
required to record cache access patterns for each combination of level one and level
two cache configuration and each stack is repeatedly processed. T-SPaCS and USPaCS significantly reduce storage space and simulation time using a small set of
stacks that only record the complete cache access pattern independent of the cache
configuration. Thereby, T-SPaCS and U-SPaCS can simulate all cache configurations
for both the level one and level two caches simultaneously in a single-pass.
Experimental results show that T-SPaCS is 21X faster on average than sequential
simulation for instruction caches and 33X faster for data caches. A simplified, but
minimally-lossy version of T-SPaCS (simplified-T-SPaCS) increases the average
simulation speedup to 30X for instruction caches and 41X for data caches. We leverage
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T-SPaCS and simplified-T-SPaCS for determining the lowest energy cache
configuration to quantify the effects of lossiness and observe that T-SPaCS and
simplified-T-SPaCS determine the lowest energy cache configuration as compared to
exact simulation, even in the presence of some cache miss rate inaccuracies of 1% on
average. Additionally, U-SPaCS can accurately determine the cache miss rates for a
configurable cache design space consisting of 2,187 cache configurations with a 41X
speedup in average simulation time as compared to the most widely-used sequential
trace-driven cache simulation.
In CMPs’ shared LLC partitioning, we proposed cache partitioning with partial
sharing (CaPPS), which reduces LLC contention via cache partitioning and improves
utilization via sharing configuration. Sharing configuration enables the partitions to be
privately allocated to a single core, partially shared with a subset of cores, or fully
shared with all cores based on dynamic runtime application requirements. CaPPS
imposes low hardware overhead and affords an extensive design space to increase
optimization potential. Enlightened from T-SPaCS and U-SPaCS, to facilitate fast
CaPPS design space exploration, we develop an analytical model to quickly estimate
the miss rates of all CaPPS configurations using the applications’ isolated LLC access
traces. Experimental results demonstrate that the analytical model estimates cache
miss rates with an average error of only 0.73% and with an average speedup of 3,966X
as compared to a cycle-accurate simulator. Due to CaPPS’s extensive design space as
compared to private partitioning and constrained partial sharing in prior works, CaPPS
can reduce the average LLC miss rate by as much as 25% as compared to baseline
configurations and as much as 17% as compared to prior works.
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Although offline cache tuning has advantages such as no runtime overhead and
no intrusion to the normal system execution, online cache tuning is still attractive since
the in-system exploration capability enables dynamic cache tuning to adaptively react to
the system’s environment and input changes, thereby potentially resulting in more
accurate cache configurations. Therefore, future work includes implementing T-SPaCS
and U-SPaCS in hardware for dynamic cache tuning. In CaPPS, the analytical model
could theoretically be incorporated into the operating system scheduling routine to
analyze the scheduled co-executing applications for dynamic cache partitioning.
However, practically, online usage of the analytical model will introduce large
overheads, such as long execution stalls and significant energy consumed while
running the analytical model. Thus, simplifying the analytical model to be more
amenable to online cache partitioning is challenging, which is left as future work. Future
work also includes extending the analytical model to optimize for any design goal (e.g.,
performance, energy delay product, etc.), leveraging the offline analytical results to
guide online scheduling for performance optimizations in real-time embedded systems,
including accesses to shared address space, and incorporating cache prefetching in our
analytical model.
Since the LLC is typically very large and requires long access latencies that may
be non-uniform in different cache banks (e.g., non-uniform access architecture (NUCA)
caches), proximity-aware cache partitioning and allocation of cache partitions to each
core in NUCA caches [17] [36] [47] is a promising research area. Therefore, In the
future work, CaPPS can be extended to proximity-aware cache partitioning for NUCA
caches.
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